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AN EVENT BY

BERLIN MAY 5+6 2018



► PUBLIC HOURS:
Saturday, May 5, 2018 • 11:00 - 19:00
Sunday, May 6, 2018 • 11:00 - 17:00

► TICkeTS*: 
1-day ticket € 20
Weekend ticket € 30

► DISCOUnTeD 1-Day TICkeTS*:
Disabled persons, seniors (65 and older), students € 12
Child (under 14) free

* All prices include 19 % VAT

Saturday, May 5
► OPenIng HOURS:
Coffee bar: 09:00 - 19:00
Acoustic Guitar Stage: 12:00 - 19:00

Sunday, May 6
► OPenIng HOURS:
Coffee bar: 08:30 - 11:30 & 13:30 - 17:00
Gear Talk: International Pickup Maker Panel: 11:30 - 13:30
Acoustic Guitar Stage: 13:30 - 17:00
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The Holy grail guitar Show is organized by the european guitar Builders e.V. (egB). 
an important part of the egB’s mission is the promotion of the luthier-built guitar 
among the guitar playing public.

THE HOLY GRAIL GUITAR SHOW
May 5 & 6, 2018 Estrel Berlin • Sonnenallee 225, 12057 Berlin 

PUBLIC LOUnge / ROOM PaRIS

DeMO COnCeRTS & LeCTUReS

First-come, first-served; once all 
seats are taken doors will close. 
Doors will remain closed during 
concerts and lectures. The schedule 
is subject to change without notice.
Free oF ChArGe For TICkeT holDerS
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Today the music scene and the musical instrument market are 
undergoing rapid transformations, with the internet changing 
how music is distributed, how instruments are bought, how they 
are popularized and how guitar heroes find their audience. 

Well, is the electric guitar dead? No! Not by a long shot. Yes, the 
guitar has seen many ups and downs in the course of its history. 
every time the musical tastes have changed there have been 
boom or bust periods. But the guitar has endured and what has 
remained constant is a regenerating love for the instrument and 
an unceasing river of innovations and inventions. New music 
and new players infuse the canon, revitalizing the guitar’s role 
in today’s music scene. luthiers have continued to push the 
envelope of what can be done, and we can truly speak of a Golden 
Age, with variety, quality and designs unmatched by any previous 
time. So - we don’t think it’s time for a funeral quite yet and with 
all the difficulties and changes facing us, we still see a bright 
future ahead.

A recent survey has shown that about half of all new guitars 
are purchased by women. There are more and more female 
guitar players. It is time to step away from the male-dominated 
image of the guitar and welcome these musicians (and luthiers), 
and acknowledge them and their contributions. This year’s 
presentation of the Community Build Project, where three groups 
of luthiers built three instruments for young female players takes 
up these questions, as do the panel discussions about women and 
guitars and women luthiers: do women want something different 
from their instruments? Is their approach to building and playing 

different? Is there a difference and if so, is that difference tied 
to a gender, or are old stereotypes simply becoming obsolete, 
heralding a new freedom of expression, both in the making as in 
the playing?

Welcome to the 4th edition of The Holy Grail Guitar Show. once 
again we are proud to present a wide selection of great builders 
and their instruments, along with a rich program of lectures 
and demo concerts. The Local 
Wood Challenge is back, and we 
are especially excited to present 
the EGB Community Build Project 
with a series of concerts. If you 
need restoration, go check out the 
lounge, rest your feet with coffee 
and music. We hope you will enjoy 
this edition of The Holy Grail Guitar 
Show as much or more and that it 
will inspire your music and love for 
the guitar! Michael Spalt - eGB president

There’s been a lot of talk about the death 
of the electric guitar lately - so, today we 
offer you a hearty welcome to the crypt!

Come and visit all the 
exquisite corpses we 
have put on ice for you!

THank yOU p. 6

LOCaL WOOD CHaLLenge p. 7

LeCTUReS ProGrAM p. 13

LeCTUReS p. 14-17

DeMO COnCeRTS ProGrAM p. 18-19

DeMO COnCeRTS p. 20-28

exHIBITORS p. 34-67

THe eUROPean gUITaR BUILDeRS e.V. - eGB ProjeCTS

ABouT The eGB p. 68

hoNorArY MeMBerS p. 69

CoMMuNITY BuIlD p. 70-72

hISTorICAl ProjeCT p. 75
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luThIer’S Cook Book p. 78-81

eGB Full MeMBerS p. 83-93

DICTIOnaRy p. 100-101

TaBLe LIST p. 102
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The holy Grail Guitar Show and the eGB Symposium are a community effort,
born and realized out of the dedication and contributions of many people.

We would like to express our gratitude and thanks tO all whO have suppOrted us and have helped
make this special event pOssible!

THANK YOU ALL!

Amps, cables, guitar stands and other materials are being generously supplied by the fOllOwing cOmpanies:

This Show and Symposium would not have been possible without the help of numerous people who have generously 
contributed their time, knowledge, and effort over the past year to make this the best possible experience for 

visitors and exhibitors alike. Thank you all! This event is truly a labor of love, and we hope you will appreciate and 
enjoy it thoroughly! Special Thanks also to all the volunteers who have come from all over to help during the eGB 

Symposium and The holy Grail Guitar Show. 

There are many Of yOu and more are being added daily, so regretfully we cannot mention you all here
in the catalogue, but we have created a Thank You Page on the Holy Grail Guitar Show website

where we continuously update a complete listing:
www.holygrailguitarshow.com/credits

THank yOU aLL! hAVe A GreAT ShoW!

THe LOcAL WOOd cHALLeNge 
AT THe HOLY grAiL gUiTAr SHOW
one of the eGB’s missions is to draw attention to the 
environmental problems associated with the use of 
tropical and endangered woods, and to educate the public 
(and luthiers as well) about alternate possibilities. At a 
time where many of the species commonly used in making 
guitars are endangered and becoming scare and highly 
regulated, we have to look around and ask ourselves: What 
are the alternatives? What can we do differently? how can 
we build guitars in a sustainable, ecologically responsible 
way?

As a gathering of luthiers from all over the world, show-
casing some of their best and most inventive work, the 
Holy grail guitar Show also offers a singular opportunity: 
to address this issue and to further stimulate the art, we 
issued the Local Wood Challenge to the luthiers at the 
2016 Show: 

“Make an instrument exclusively out of woods 
locally grown in your region. Find out what 
grows in your backyard and how to use it to 
make a great guitar!”

The 2016 Local Wood Challenge (lWC) proved to be a very 
successful initiative, generating great interest both in the 
media and with the public. The Holy Grail Guitar Show is 
proud to feature it again this year. 

This is not a competition, but rather the opportunity for 
the participating luthiers to challenge themselves, to do 
something outside the normal confines and expectations 
and explore new and different aspects of their work. The 
lWC shows that in fact instruments built using abundant 
local regional woods can be just as good sounding and 
looking as the ones built using tropical woods.

join us in exploring these alternatives to the traditional 
wood species, and experience the results of the lWC as 
the participating exhibitors present the instruments they 
made from local woods for you enjoyment! Find out how 
lWC instruments sound and look, and talk to the luthiers 
about their experiences in procuring and using local woods.

Participating luthiers are also specially marked in the 
catalogue and Local Wood Challenge instruments exhibited 
at the respective luthiers’ tables are identified with signs 
listing the specific woods used. 

There will be a special presentation & photo op for 
members of the press and the public on Sunday at 
09:00 in the estrel Passage.
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These items are available on:

Proceeds from the sale of these items will help finance future Shows. 

WWW.HOLYGRAILGUITARSHOW.COM/HGGS-SHOP

These great products
will be a cool reminder
of the great experience

you’ve had at the
HGGS this year!

THE HOLY GRAIL GUITAR SHOP!

etc.

05451 909-130

e-gitarre@musik-produktiv.de

www.musik-produktiv.de

Fuggerstr. 6 - 49479 Ibbenbüren

Amps satt!Amps satt!
Custom-built, Point to Point, Vintage Spec, handwired, 
klein, groß, günstig, teuer - Was immer für Sie wichtig ist, 
bei uns werden Sie es fi nden! 

etc.etc.etc.

Dennis_berlin_anzeige.indd   1 19.09.2016   12:34:03



Black Heaven.

It’s not about 
what you play, 
or how.

But why.

lundgrenpickups.com

Black Heaven open 6 Black Heaven 7-string Black Heaven 8-string



LECTURES • SaTURDay, May 5

TIMe rooM leCTurer TITle

12:00 - 12:50 STRaSSBURg MaURO BanfI prevention techniques for guitar players 
— workshop

13:00 - 13:55 STRaSSBURg HOSTeD By 
LInDa ManzeR women and guitarmaking

14:00 - 14:50 STRaSSBURg JOHn THOMaS the kalamazoo gals

15:00 - 16:50 STRaSSBURg eVan gLUCk
everything you need to know about 
buying a custom guitar from an insider’s 
perspective

17:30 - 19:00 STRaSSBURg RUDOLf JageRSBeRgeR 
& anDReaS STeIneR

music before digitalization - 
enjoy listening analogue!

LECTURES • SUnDay, May 6

TIMe rooM leCTurer TITle

09:00 - 11:00 PaSSage / 
PaRIS PReSenTeD By egB

the european guitar builders 
presenting: the local wood challenge 
(lwc) and the egb community builds

11:30 - 13:30 PaRIS MODeRaTOR: 
JaCCO STUITJe

gear talk: 
international pickup maker panel

11:30 - 13:00 STRaSSBURg HOSTeD By gRIT LaSkIn 
& LInDa ManzeR

movie screening: the group of seven 
guitars, followed by conversations with 
grit laskin and linda manzer

13:00 - 13:45 STRaSSBURg JUHa RUOkangaS how much???

14:00 - 14:45 STRaSSBURg PaUL HaMeR paul hamer speaks! doors open at 2. 
trouble starts at 2:01.

15:00 - 16:00 STRaSSBURg MODeRaTOR: 
aDaM PeaRSOn gear talk: what do women want?

16:00 - 17:00 STRaSSBURg JenS WaLTeR the influence of hardware and wood 
on the sound of electric guitars

seating is on a first-come, first-served basis.
please do not enter or exit once doors have closed and the lecture has begun.
schedule may be subject to change without notice.

MAGAZINE
GUITARISTS

SINCE 1984
FO

R

www.guitarclubmagazine.com 13



Playing instruments often causes significant strain on a musician’s body. To avoid 
physical problems, it is fundamental to keep good body control throughout the 
act of playing. This workshop aims to uncover the most important problems in 
the use of the guitar. The guitarist will learn simple exercises and strategies to 
treat possible overload and to improve the musical performance starting from a 
biomechanical approach.
Mauro Banfi is an osteopath specialising in the performing arts; since 2000 he 
has also been the chief of the Atelier of Artistic Posture, which works in contact 
with music schools, conservatories, professional instrumentalists and singers 
in the field of the prevention and the cure of pathologies of the artist, and the 
management of the performance.

► www.atelierposturale.com

PreveNTiON TecHNiqUeS
fOr gUiTAr PLAYerS – WOrKSHOP

by maurO banfi sat 12:00 | strassburg

THe KALAmAzOO gALS
by JOhn thOmas sat 14:00 | strassburg

This multimedia experience illuminates the story, culture, and music of the women who 
walked into Gibson’s factory in kalamazoo, Michigan at the very moment when Glenn 
Miller’s “I’ve Got a Gal in kalamazoo” reached the top of the hit Parade chart. 
using photographs, historical documents, and video clips of his interviews, john will tell 
his story of finding and interviewing in person twelve women depicted in Gibson’s 1944 
workforce photograph. he will also present the x-ray evidence that demonstrates that 
the “Banner” Gibsons are more refined than those made by the male predecessors and 
successors to the kalamazoo Gals.

► http://kalamazoogals.com

SATUrdAY

WOmeN ANd gUiTArmAKiNg
sat 13:00 | strassburg

A panel with lizet Albor, Monica esparza, rosie heydenrych, kora jünger, Noemi 
Schembri and Peggy White and led by renowned guitar maker linda Manzer discusses 
issues that they have encountered in the male dominated world of lutherie. They talk 
about their experiences as guitar makers and address questions like why are there so 
few women building guitars, and if this is changing; or if guitars made by women are 
different.

LECTURES

THe eUrOPeAN gUiTAr BUiLderS PreSeNTiNg: 
THe LOcAL WOOd cHALLeNge (LWc) 
ANd THe egB cOmmUNiTY BUiLdS

sun 09:00 | passage / paris

evan Gluck has operated New York Guitar repair for the past 14 years. It is one 
of the busiest repair shops in NYC. he has worked on thousands of instruments, 
particularly those from custom luthiers. he will cover what to look for when buying 
and ordering a custom instrument and what expectations are realistic in the 
process. he has lectured numerous times at the largest luthierie conventions in 
the uS. his lectures are always interactive, insightful and most of all fun.

► http://NewYorkGuitarrepair.com

everYTHiNg YOU Need TO KNOW 
ABOUT BUYiNg A cUSTOm gUiTAr 
frOm AN iNSider’S PerSPecTive

by evan gluck sat 15:00 | strassburg

mUSic BefOre digiTALizATiON - 
eNjOY LiSTeNiNg ANALOgUe!

by rudOlf Jagersberger & andreas steiner sat 17:30 | strassburg

Today most music we listen to, whether via streaming or MP3s, is a highly 
compressed version of the original. This is a chance to find out what you’re 
missing! We will show you how music, produced analogically without any digital 
intermediate steps, sounds. You will hear recordings from the beginning of 
stereophonic recording techniques to contemporary recordings, with a focus 
on acoustic and electric guitar music, including songs by led Zeppelin, jimmy 
hendrix, Buddy Guy and many other artists. The tapes are played through a 
professional tape recorder and played back via electronics and loudspeakers 
produced by the Wiener lautsprecher Manufaktur (WlM).
The WIeNer lAuTSPreCher MANuFAkTur is an Austrian company that has been 
leading the leaderboards of high-end magazines since years, and has dedicated 
itself to authentic music reproduction. The monitor Stella, a 2-way system made 
entirely of solid wood, will be used for the demonstration.

► http://wlm-audio.com

SUNdAY

THe LOcAL WOOd cHALLeNge
“have you ever wondered what that tree in your neighbor’s yard might sound like as a guitar?” 
We posed this question to the luthiers at The hGGS 2016, challenging them to build an 
instrument out of locally grown woods. The resulting instruments were presented with great 
success at the Show, so we’ve decided to renew the challenge for this year! The lWC also aims 
to educate the public about the advantages of using local woods by showing them the results of 
this challenge and inviting them to engage in conversations with the luthiers during the Show.

► www.europeanguitarbuilders.com/local-wood-challenge

THe egB cOmmUNiTY BUiLdS
3 x 3. What happens when several luthiers decide to make an instrument together? To explore 
this, the eGB Community Build project was started during the 2017 eGB Symposium. 3 guitars for 
3 female musicians — one acoustic, one electric and a bass - were created over the past year by 
3 groups of luthiers for and with the these players . The goal is to show how custom instruments 
are made, and to allow the public glimpses into their workshops from all over europe, while 
witnessing the creation of unique pieces of high craftsmanship from start to finish. The 
participants will share their experiences and you will have the opportunity to see and hear these 
unique instruments played by their new owners.

► www.europeanguitarbuilders.com/cb-projects
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HOW mUcH???
by Juha ruOkangas sun 13:00 | strassburg

“let’s forget the magic of tonewood and the romance of hand made guitars for a 
moment, and discuss money - value and cost - return of investment.” In his lecture juha 
ruokangas aims to remove emotion and opinions about the concept of the boutique 
guitar, and will walk you through various aspects on guitar prices, based on facts 
instead of fancy myths. It’s nuts and bolts time!

► www.ruokangas.com

using documentary footage, interviews, archival recordings and original 
performances, The Group of Seven Guitars is a feature-length film that tells 
the story of two parallel groups of artists: Canada’s famous Group of Seven 
painters, and seven luthiers who came together to honour their work through 
seven original guitars inspired by the paintings. 
When these guitar builders first met in a Toronto studio in the early 1970’s, 
linda Manzer, William “Grit” laskin, Tony Duggan-Smith, Sergei de jonge, 
George Gray, David Wren and jean larrivée had no idea their work would 
develop the craft of guitar building into an art form itself. But, much like the 
original painters, they have gone on to impact not just their own field but 
popular culture as well. 
Told through the voices of the luthiers as well as original musical 
performances, The Group of Seven Guitars brings their story to life. It 
features some of Canada’s finest guitar players playing these one-of-a-kind 
instruments, including Bruce Cockburn, jesse Cook, Suzie Vinnick, kevin 
Breit, Don ross and more. Through words and music, we see and hear how the 
original Group of Seven have inspired all of us, and how this new generation of 
artists continue to keep their spirit alive.

mOvie ScreeNiNg: 
THe grOUP Of SeveN gUiTArS, 
fOLLOWed BY cONverSATiONS 
WiTH griT LASKiN ANd LiNdA mANzer

hOsted by grit laskin & linda manzer sun 11:30 | strassburg

Gear Talk: 
iNTerNATiONAL PicKUP mAKer PANeL

mOderatOr: JaccO stuitJe sun 11:30 | paris

You are invited to join an informal discussion about pickups featuring lindy Fralin, 
harry häussel, TV jones, and jason lollar. They will speak about various topics 
concerning pickups and the audience will have the chance to ask questions.

► www.haeussel.com
► www.fralinpickups.com
► www.lollarguitars.com
► www.tvjones.com

sun 14:00 | strassburg

THe iNfLUeNce Of HArdWAre ANd WOOd
ON THe SOUNd Of eLecTric gUiTArS

sun 16:00 | strassburg

Paul hamer will be speaking about his early days of forming the first new guitar 
company to take on the major musical instrument manufacturers. From his 
inspiration of seeing The Beatles on ed Sullivan in 1964 to building guitars for his 
musical heroes starting in 1974, Paul will cover topics of interest whether you are a 
budding guitar builder, musician or just a fan of the guitar.

► www.h-guitars.com

PAUL HAmer SPeAKS!
dOOrS OPeN AT 2. TrOUBLe STArTS AT 2:01.

by Jens walter

by paul hamer

Can changing the bridge of my guitar change the sound? In which way? And does 
it make sense to upgrade a guitar with hardware? We will talk about the different 
hardware materials and their sounding properties, and we will look at the difference of 
the most popular woods used for electric guitars. host of this lecture is jens Walter of 
Saitenreiter Guitars in Berlin. jens has been teaching courses in electric Guitar building 
for 10 years and knows much about the effects of different materials in the practice.

► www.saitenreiter.com

sun 15:00 | strassburg

Gear Talk: 
WHAT dO WOmeN WANT?

It seems that today 50% of new guitar buyers are women. But what kind of guitars 
do they buy, and where? What are they looking for in an instrument? Are their 
expectations and needs really different from male players? Musicians jacqueline 
‘jacky’ Bastek, erja lyytinen, heike rädeker,and Paola Selva talk with guitar 
builders Angela Waltner, Nik huber and Michael Spalt about artisanal guitars and 
how boutique guitar makers can respond to these needs.

► www.jackybastek.com
► www.nikhuber-guitars.com
► www.erjalyytinen.com
► www.paolaselva.com
► www.spaltinstruments.com
► www.waltnerguitars.com
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DEmo ConCERTS • SaTURDay, May 5

PlACe TIMe ArTIST exhIBITor

Room 
LYon

12:00 WILL MCnICOL TOM SanDS gUITaRS

12:30 SHaï SeBBag BaTTISTOn gUITaR

13:00 MICHaeL WaTTS BUenDIa gUITaRS

13:30 JaCky BaSTek aTeLIeR JaCky WaLRaeT, LUTHIeR

14:00 SHaï SeBBag BIgfOOT gUITaRS

14:30 PIOTR kRęPeć SLIWa gUITaRS

15:00 CHRISTOf HanUSCH BURgUn gUITaReS

15:30 MICHaeL WaTTS LaMe HORSe InSTRUMenTS

16:00 TanaUSú LUIS DIáz LUIS gUeRReRO gUITaRS

16:30 faBIan gROPPeR (Pan CHIMzee) MaRC SaUMIeR LUTHIeR

17:00 DanIeLe BazzanI Peggy WHITe gUITaRS

17:30 geORDIe LITTLe TURnSTOne gUITaR COMPany

18:00 JaCky BaSTek egB COMMUnITy BUILD

18:30 PaOLa SeLVa gReaT OWL gUITaRS

Room C4

12:00 JaSMIn PaBST MgH gUITaRS

12:30 PRzeMek DRUzkOWSkI DRUzkOWSkI gUITaRS

13:00 MIke CaHen DIegO VILa - CUSTOM gUITaRS & BaSSeS

13:30 eRJa LyyTInen RUOkangaS gUITaRS

14:00 JULIa HOfeR egB COMMUnITy BUILD

14:30 MaTTIa TeDeSCO DeIMeL gUITaRWORkS

15:00 CHIaRa CaRCanO M.O.V. gUITaRS

15:30 eLena TODOROVa egB COMMUnITy BUILD

16:00 MIke CaHen eRgOn gUITaRS

16:30 nIk SenIOR BaSSaRT gUITaRS

17:00 DOBRé RánO BLUeS BanD Jan fIšeR Jazz anD BLUeS gUITaRS

17:30 MIke CaHen DagUeT gUITaRS

18:00 JULIa HOfeR aC gUITaRS

18:30 CLIVe CaRROLL ISaaC Jang gUITaRS

seating is on a first-come, first-served basis.
please do not enter or exit once doors have closed and the concert has begun.
schedule may be subject to change without notice.

DEmo ConCERTS • SUnDay, May 6

PlACe TIMe ArTIST exhIBITor

Room 
LYon

11:30 MICHaeL WaTTS kOSTaL gUITaRS

12:00 JOaCHIM CSaIkL + kOSHO DanIeL zUCaLI - MaSTeR LUTHIeR

12:30 CLIVe CaRROLL WILM STöTzeL gITaRRen

13:00 DanIeLe BazzanI a.J.LUCaS LUTHIeR

13:30 JaCky BaSTek anDy ManSOn CUSTOM gUITaRS

14:00 MaRkUS PUeTTeR LaeTSCH gUITaRS

14:30 VLaDIMIR SPIRIDOnOV POLJakOff gITaRRen

15:00 TORSTen TURInSky STOLL gUITaRS

15:30 nICOLaS HaUMann THOMaS OCHS gITaRRenBaU

Room C4

11:30 JUng//JUng MaRLeaUx BaSS gUITaRS

12:00 JC DOOk MaUDaL MUSICaL MaCHIneS

12:30 aRnULf BaLLHORn + SVen HOLSCHeR kRISTaLL

13:00

13:30 RaLf gaUCk fRanz BaSSgUITaRS

14:00 eLena TODOROVa SPaLT InSTRUMenTS

14:30 MIke CaHen San LORenzO gUITaRS

15:00 fLORIan VOn fRIeLIng SCHORR gUITaRS

15:30 JaCky BaSTek, JULIa HOfeR, eLena 
TODOROVa egB COMMUnITy BUILD

seating is on a first-come, first-served basis.
please do not enter or exit once doors have closed and the concert has begun.
schedule may be subject to change without notice.
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cLive cArrOLL
essex born guitarist Clive Carroll made his musical debut at age two as a banjo-
strumming cowboy singing nursery rhymes. Clive went on to earn a 1st Class honours 
Degree in Composition and Guitar from Trinity College of Music in london. A chance 
meeting with the late john renbourn changed the course of Clive’s musical career and 
the two toured europe and North America together. Clive has also composed music for 
major films and has been awarded an array of awards and accolades including Total 
Guitar Magazine’s “Top 10 Acoustic Guitarists of All Time”.

► www.clivecarroll.co.uk

► www.facebook.com/clivecarroll

with isaac Jang guitars • sat 18:30
wilm stötzel gitarren • sun 12:30

dANieLe BAzzANi
Since 2003, Daniele has recorded four solo albums and performed in the uSA, France, 
Croatia, england, Scotland and Wales, Greece, holland, Belgium, Germany, hungary 
and Poland. 
his compositions have been used for commercials, plays and documentaries. 
he’s the author of 9 teaching methods for Fingerstyle Guitar published by 
fingerpicking.net and collaborator of the specialized Italian magazine “Chitarra Acustica”. 
endorser of elixir strings and graduate of music reading at the Conservatory of 
Santa Cecilia in rome, and since 2014 he is the founder and headmaster of the new 
ScuolacusticA, dedicated to the study of fingerstyle guitar with offices throughout Italy.

► www.danielebazzani.com

► www.facebook.com/daniele.bazzani.1

with peggy white guitars • sat 17:00
a.J.lucas luthier • sun 13:00

eLeNA TOdOrOvA
elena Todorova is a trained musician / guitarist living in Vienna. She plays varied genres 
- jazz, Funk, Blues, as well as rock and Pop music. During her career she has worked 
with numerous bands. elena also teaches songwriting and guitar in Vienna at the ‘Vienna 
konservatorium’.

► www.elenatodorova.com

with egb cOmmunity build • sat 15:30

erjA LYYTiNeN
“The Finnish slide goddess” blends blues with different styles into a sound all her own. 
After her latest Stolen hearts album she performed on Stars (Tähdet, tähdet) for millions 
on TV, was voted “Best Guitarist” at the european Blues Awards 2017 and the 7th best 
blues guitarist in a poll of The Musicradar in which 136,000 votes have been cast.

► www.erjalyytinen.com

► www.facebook.com/erjalyytinen

► www.twitter.com/erjalyytinen

with ruOkangas guitars • sat 13:30

cHiArA cArcANO
Chiara Carcano is a young guitarist based in Milan, Italy. She has played in various bands 
in different styles such as alternative rock, blues, but she also loves writing her own 
songs. While she was taking part in the music contest “The Battle of the Band” at Black 
horse Pub in Cermenate (Como), she was nominated “The best guitarist”. 
She currently plays rock songs in the acoustic trio “Time Machine” and she is guitar 
instructor at the music school “Music Factory Academy” in Cesano Maderno (Monza).

► www.instagram.com/chiaraderu

► www.youtube.com/channel/uCGj95I-g_B4uuQW1hVSkr0A

► www.facebook.com/chiara.carcano.39

with m.O.v. guitars • sat 15:00

ArNULf BALLHOrN
Bassist Arnulf Ballhorn from Berlin is playing many different kinds of music on double 
bass and electric basses: he is a member of the orchestera of the komische oper Berlin, 
playing with romanian-german band ZMeI3, with “Glorvigen-Trio” tango and various 
other projects. With “ballhorn-records” he runs a studio and label for special music-
productions. 
“The bass-guitars built by Andreas kristall are the perfect instruments for my various 
jobs and projects! his implementation of my ideas and requirements in the basses is 
incredible and makes each of the basses a personal tool, whatever the music needs!”

► www.arnulfballhorn.de

with kristall • sun 12:30

cHriSTOf HANUScH
Born in 1960, Christof hanusch played in several rock bands before he started to study 
the classical guitar. Since 1990, he’s been collaborating in a variety of projects, bands, 
chamber music ensembles, duos and theatre music (Deutsches Theater, hackesches 
hoftheater and Theater rambaZamba, Berlin). his solo repertoire on the classical 
guitar ranges from the renaissance (Milan, Dowland), the Baroque (Telemann, Bach) 
the Classical and romantic era (Giuliani, Sor) up to Spanish and South American music 
(Tárrega, Villa lobos, Piazzolla). 
Christof hanusch lives and works in Berlin as a free lance guitarist and music teacher.

► www.christofhanusch.com

► www.facebook.com/christof.hanusch

with burgun guitares • sat 15:00

© tanja brueckner

© ag

© tina korhonen

DEMO CONCERTS

egb cOmmunity build • sun 15:30
spalt instruments • sun 13:30
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jAcKY BASTeK
jacky Bastek is a Singer/Songwriter and Fingerstyle Guitarist from eppstein, Germany. 
her progressive sound stems from a wide variety of influences, forming a genre-hopping, 
innovative style. her method of creating rhythm through tapping and beating her guitar, 
seamlessly blended with her haunting vocals creates the illusion of an entire band 
through a single artist. She’s been performing solo since 2014 and independently released 
her first album just two years after. She currently studies jazz with Frank haunschild at 
the hfMT köln to enrich her sound and explore new territories.

► www.jackybastek.com

► www.facebook.com/jackybastekmusic

with atelier Jacky walraet, luthier • sat 13:30

jASmiN PABST
A combination of sound quality and relaxed playing. It’s exactly what I need as a musician. 
I love and feel it!

► www.facebook.com/jjsonegirlband

with mgh guitars • sat 12:00

jc dOOK
jC Dook is a multifaceted musician who has travelled in various musical settings. he is 
equally at ease playing Blues, Gospel, r&B/rock/Soul, World Music and or jazz-rock. 
his versatility has enabled him to work with the likes of harry Belafonte, Manu Dibango, 
Cassandra Wilson; as well as bass virtuoso/vocalist richard Bona. jC was also guitarist, 
arranger, musical director and supervisor for Queen esther Marrow and the harlem 
Gospel Singers for 5 years. 
he has been living in Germany since 2000, in Berlin since 2008.

► www.jcdook.com

with maudal musical machines • sun 12:00

jOAcHim cSAiKL
The Austrian guitarist, singer and songwriter joachim Csaikl (1972) is as versatile in style 
as in strings. his music is a tasty melting pot of different techniques. he plays classical, 
steel string and electric guitars as well as harp guitars with up to 17 strings by using the 
guitar body virtually like a complete drum set. 
“…his music is impressive guitar technique carried by his pleasing deep voice…” 
(Concerto Music Magazine) 
“…complex arranged fingerstyle tunes…” (Acoustic Guitar Magazine) 
Csaikl studied classical and jazz guitar, has taught music since 1993 and has played in a 
wide range of projects. his first CD release was in 1997. 2010 and 2011 he was part of 2 
harp Guitar Samplers (uSA). Between 2013 and 2015 he released 2 Solo CDs.

► www.joachim-csaikl.com

► www.facebook.com/joachim-Csaikl-1572953372918586

with daniel zucali - master luthier • sun 12:00

fABiAN grOPPer (Pan Chimzee)
Pan Chimzee is a percussive fingerstyle acoustic guitarist and composer based in Berlin. 
Touring europe during the summer months as a street musician at festivals and street 
shows, he’s also the co-founder of the Berlin Acoustic Guitar Night. he’s a regular on the 
Berlin music scene and trusts in super jumbo steel string guitars.

► www.panchimzee.com

► www.facebook.com/panchimzeemusic

with marc saumier luthier • sat 16:30

fLOriAN vON frieLiNg
Florian von Frieling is a jazz guitarist working and living in Berlin. he graduated from 
the rotterdam Conservatory in 2009 and has since then been playing in many projects 
ranging from Swing to Bop and orchestra to Pop.

► www.florianvonfrieling.de

► www.instagram.com/florianvonfrieling

with schOrr guitars • sun 15:00

geOrdie LiTTLe
Growing up in Adelaide, South Australia, Geordie little is an innovative acoustic guitarist 
now based in Berlin, Germany. having developed his unique style on the streets, and 
refined it on stages around the world, he combines percussive finger and lap styles to 
create something truly his own. Mixing percussion, chords, melodies, and harmonics 
simultaneously, and taking inspiration as much from the electronic and post-classical 
worlds as from his peers, Geordie creates aurally and visually entrancing compositions, 
redefining the boundaries of what the guitar can be.

► www.geordielittlemusic.com

► www.facebook.com/geordielittle

► www.instagram.com/geordielittlemusic

with turnstOne guitar cOmpany • sat 17:30

HeiKO & ALex jUNg (JUnG//JUnG)
Some have to spend an entire lifetime looking for the ideal fellow musicians. Not an issue 
for the creative heads behind the trio juNG//juNG though: they’re twin brothers and they 
apparently share the same DNA in terms of groove. Alex jung plays a six-string guitar, 
heiko jung plays a six-string bass. Two instruments, as different as they are alike. The 
music is full of harmony and full of tension, it cooks on full flame and simmers on reduced 
heat, it sounds like the good ol’ days and like a departure into a new era. Two antipodal 
elements gravitating towards each other.

► www.jungjung.de

► www.facebook.com/heiko.jung.16

with marleaux bass guitars • sun 11:30

© christoph Jorda

andy mansOn custOm guitars • sun 13:30
egb cOmmunity build • sun 15:30

egb cOmmunity build • sat 18:00
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miKe cAHeN
Mike ‘Sugar’ Cahen is a london born guitarist, arranger and composer. he’s worked, 
toured and recorded with many artists and producers ranging from elke Brooks, 
lionel richie, Suzi Quatro, Benjamin Zephaniah as well as recording his own projects: 
rogMikenzo with bassist roger Inniss and drummer enzo Todesco, solo acoustic projects 
with Sal Bernardi (rickoe lee jones, Willy De Ville) The Absia Project with the Indian 
Sarangi virtuoso Sabir khan and music for T.V commercials. he also plays the Mohan 
Veena, a 21 string Indian instrument. he enjoys playing electric and acoustic guitars and 
all styles of music.

► www.mikecahen.com

► www.facebook.com/officialmikecahen

san lOrenzO guitars • sun 14:30

with diegO vila - custOm guitars & basses • sat 13:00

NicOLAS HAUmANN
Nicolas haumann is a musician who instinctively feels at home in many different genres, 
from classical repertoire to modern World music material. After early experimentation on 
piano he took up playing the guitar and studied under the influential Daniel Müller who 
directed his focus towards studying the classical genre. From 2011 to 2018 he studied 
under Prof. eugenia kanthou at the hochschule für Musik “hanns eisler” in Berlin. Nicolas 
haumann is currently involved in orchestra, theatre projects and CD productions, 
including performances at the konzerthaus Berlin. In 2017 he co-founded the guitar video 
channel “open Strings Berlin”.

► www.nicolashaumann.de

► www.openstringsberlin.com

► www.instagram.com/nicolashaumann

► www.facebook.com/nicolashaumann

with thOmas Ochs gitarrenbau • sun 15:30

NiK SeNiOr
Nik Senior is a songwriter, sort-of singer and guitar player from Germany. With a deep 
love for Blues and rock music on the one hand, and a short attention span on the other, 
he meanders between all sorts of styles and whatever instrument has strings and frets. It 
has to serve the song. The prospect of dabbling along at the hGGS has got him standing 
on his toes with anticipation. It was great last time, this time surely will best even that.

► www.nikseniorandfamouslastwords.bandcamp.com

► www.facebook.com/Nik-Senior-Famous-last-Words-164547826984197

with bassart guitars • sat 16:30

PAOLA SeLvA
Born in udine (Italy), Paola Selva graduated at the Conservatory in Piacenza and held 
concerts for solo guitar, but chamber music has always been what fascinated her. She 
joined other talented musicians in groups like Trio Silene and Anahit ensemble. Paola 
recently discovered the acoustic guitar. Awarded in several competitions, she has been 
invited to play at many important Italian festivals, among which are the Ferentino 
Acustica, un Paese a Sei Corde and the Issoudun Guitar Festival in France. 
At the hGGS, she is pleased to perform her own repertoire on the Great owl Guitars 
created by Maurizio Cuzzolin.

► www.paolaselva.com

► www.facebook.com/paola.selva.1

with great Owl guitars • sat 18:30

jULiA HOfer
julia hofer was born in 1994 into a musical family in Carinthia, Austria and started her 
musical education at the age of eight. her first instrument was the classical cello. She 
won several prizes and scholarships in the category soloist and chamber music. At the age 
of sixteen she also began playing bass guitar and moved to Vienna to complete a Bachelor 
Degree in Music and education at the university. hofer has played a countless number of 
productions in all different genres. her passion is to work as a musician with people who 
share the same joyful approach to music.

► www.juliahofer.at/bio.html

► www.facebook.com/juliahofermusic

► www.instagram.com/julia_c_hofer

with egb cOmmunity build • sat 14:00

egb cOmmunity build • sun 15:30

mArKUS PUeTTer
Markus Pütter, born in 1966, picked up his first guitar at age 13. Influenced by folk, 
rock and classical guitar music, and experienced in playing in different bands, he has 
recently started focusing on a career as solo fingerstyle guitarist. Always looking for 
new influences in melody and tone, he discovered the harp guitar in 2014. While already 
playing a hand- and custom-built 6-string laetsch Guitar (Model P1) that reflects his 
qualities in terms of tone, playability and craftsmanship, the quest for a custom-made 
harp guitar ‘made in Germany’ has ended. his musical journey now continues on more 
than 6 strings.

with laetsch guitars • sun 14:00

mATTiA TedeScO
Mattia Tedesco is an Italian guitar player, who started as a drummer but switched to 
guitar in his early teenage years. Now he works as a session man for the top Italian charts 
artists (Vasco rossi, Adriano Celentano, Mina, Dolcenera, Biagio Antonacci, Gianluca 
Grignani, Anna oxa and many others) doing tours and recording albums. he’s also 
recording and touring with his band “Candies for Breakfast”. Musicians call him “Noise 
Maker” due to his style full of weird sounds and effects.

► www.facebook.com/mattiatedesco

► www.instagram.com/mattiatedesco

with deimel guitarwOrks • sat 14:30

micHAeL WATTS
Michael Watts is a guitarist based in london uk. he is a previous winner of the Acoustic 
Guitarist of the Year award and has shared a bill with some of the greatest musicians in 
the world. he is known for his onstage charisma, exquisite touch and the depth of feel and 
colour in his playing and writing. An acknowledged expert in the field of the luthier-built 
guitar, Michael is regularly invited to give lectures, masterclasses and demonstrate the 
work of legendary guitar builders at festivals all over the world.

► www.michaelwattsguitar.com

► www.instagram.com/m.watts.esq

► www.youtube.com/user/michaelwattsguitar

► www.facebook.com/Michael-Watts-133555293350127

► www.twitter.com/themichaelwatts

lame hOrse instruments • sat 15:30
kOstal guitars • sun 11:30

© martney

© nik senior

© cmc photography

with buendia guitars • sat 13:00

ac guitars • sat 18:00
daguet guitars • sat 17:30
ergOn guitars • sat 16:00
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SveN HOLScHer
Sven holscher, born and raised in chilean Patagonia, lost his heart to the electric bass at 
the age of twelve while watching a rock concert on TV. A few bass lessons later he started 
his first rock-bands. After high school he moved to Munich to study jazz and classical 
double bass at the city’s university of Music and Performing Arts. 
Mastering both electric and classical double bass, he is a sought-after bass player. For all 
his projects he uses his custom made kristall Basses, especially his Solid 6 which allows 
him to explore the tradition of chordmelody in music.

► www.instagram.com/holschersven

► www.facebook.com/sven.holscher.9

with kristall • sun 12:30

TANAUSú LUiS diáz
Tanausú luis is a spanish fingerstyle extraordinaire who has showcased his acoustic 
talents across the world. he is a traveling performing artist and guitar educator with 
international awards for classical, contemporary music and fingerstyle guitar. “en 
Tránsito”, his last work, is a fingerstyle album with original compositions for acoustic 
guitar that appears in a time of change, a self-reflection of the past, looking back to our 
origins and mostly mixing percussion and loops, guitar and groove, origins and influences 
from Spain and Canary Island.

► www.tanausuluis.com

► www.facebook.com/tanausuluisfingerstyle

► www.twitter.com/tanausuluis

► www.instagram.com/guitartrips

with luis guerrerO guitars • sat 16:00

TOrSTeN TUriNSKY
Torsten Turinsky has played eight-string guitar since 1998, many years in a trio lineup 
with saxophone and drums. Since around 2010 he has also played solo concerts with the 
acoustic 8-string. 
The guitar used by him has, in addition to 5 guitar strings, 3 real bass strings, which allows 
him to create a sound similar to a double bass in addition to his acoustic guitar sound.

► www.tury.de

► www.facebook.com/torsten.turinsky

with stOll guitars • sun 15:00

viT KOPecKY, vLAdiSLAv SOSNA, 
BrYNN STePHeNS (Dobre rano blUes banD)
Dobre rano blues band is a Czech-American acoustic blues trio whose music takes 
inspiration from the Mississippi river. The band was formed in 2012. Currently the line-up 
is Brynn Stephens, singer and harmonica’s player, Vit kopecky who plays the 12-string 
acoustic guitar and washboard player Vladislav Sosna. The band regularly plays their 
music across europe and so far they have played more than 1000 concerts. They have 
recorded three albums, which have been very well received by the professional critics 
and public too. Their concerts are known for their show full of energy, playfulness and 
awesome instrumental performances.

► www.dobreranoblues.cz/en

► www.facebook.com/dobreranoblues

with Jan fišer Jazz and blues guitars • sat 17:00

PiOTr KrePec
Piotr krępeć is a fingerstyle guitar player, recognized by Top Guitar magazine as “the 
revelation and great hope of Polish guitar and music in general”. he is invited to all Polish 
fingerstyle festivals. In 2016, he performed at eight concerts as part of a tour in China. As 
a composer of film music he made his debut at the International Film Festival in Cannes in 
2012, and was the author of the music for the film “Travel with hand luggage” directed by 
Arek Biedrzycki. In 2013, he released his debut album “In Substance”. he lives and creates 
in Sopot.

► www.piotrkrepec.com

► www.facebook.com/piotr.krepec

with sliwa guitars • sat 14:30

PrzemeK drUzKOWSKi
Druzkowski guitars is a boutique guitar workshop based in Newark on Trent in england. 
The workshop specialises in making custom electric guitar and bases from highest quality 
woods and parts. All guitars are made in neck through body construction finished mainly 
in oil and wax, containing multiply necks for improved stability and more versatile overall 
sound. 
Druzkowski guitars cooperates with Taurus amplification and incorporate their Servo 
circuit in the instruments for improved sound quality.

► www.druzkowskiguitars.eu

► www.facebook.com/Druzkowskiguitars

► www.twitter.com/druzkowskig

► www.instagram.com/druzkowskiguitars

with druzkOwski guitars • sat 12:30

rALf gAUcK
rAlF GAuCk - the master of the tranqiul sounds 
Polyphonic tones, rhythmic sounds only on a four string bass? The renowned German 
musician ralf Gauck surprised the international press and even Sting personally with his 
mix of folk, jazz and classical music. The German pop foundation honored him with the 
award as the best bass player and best instrumental soloist in 2017.

► www.ralf-gauck.de

► www.facebook.com/ralfGauck

► www.instagram.com/ralfgauck

with franz bassguitars • sun 13:30

SHAï SeBBAg
New hope of the french guitar, Shaï Sebbag travels the world, far beyond our borders, 
and “initiates our ears to the art of travel” (Acoustic Guitar Mag). As an artist with many 
influences, east Slavic music, classical & modern fingerstyle , Shaï has become a major 
guitarist in France, following the release of his fifth album “elles”, acclaimed by the 
biggest names in acoustic guitar (Muriel Anderson, Michel haumont) and the press 
(Acoustic Guitarist, Guitar Mag, The Guitar Channel). he’s also the organizer of the 
International Guitar rendezVous, in Paris (France).

► www.shai-sebbag.com

► www.facebook.com/shaisebbag

with battistOn guitar • sat 12:30
bigfOOt guitars • sat 14:00

© dobre rano blues band
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vLAdimir SPiridONOv
Fingerstyle Guitar Player from russia. You can not ignore the passion in his music. 
every sound has its own life with heart and soul, in the way that the talented Muscovite 
fingerstyle guitarist Vladimir Spiridonov interprets his songs, captivating and delighting 
his audience.

► www.vladimirspiridonov.com

► www.facebook.com/vladimir.spiridonov.963

with pOlJakOff gitarren • sun 14:30

WiLL mcNicOL
having picked up his first guitar at the age of six, Will has gone on to become Guitarist 
Magazine’s uk Acoustic Guitarist of the Year (2011) and one of Acoustic Guitar Magazine’s 
30 Great Guitarists under 30 from around the world (2014). he holds Associate, licentiate 
and Fellowship diplomas with Trinity College london in Classical Guitar recital and has 
released four critically acclaimed albums of original material.

► www.willmcnicol.co.uk

► www.instagram.com/willmcnicol

► www.facebook.com/willmcnicol

with tOm sands guitars • sat 12:00

© tom sands guitars
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a.J.LUCaS LUTHIeR

AdriAN LUcAS
A.j.lucas believes passionately in the connection between player 
and instrument. The guitar should not be a barrier between the 
musician and their music and so he builds tactile guitars that one 
can feel a visceral connection with. As much as possible he uses 
reclaimed and local woods without compromising the quality of 
the instruments. he was originally trained in architecture and his 
work is informed by his sense of form and structure. he builds 
mainly steel string flat-top and classical guitars to his own designs 
but also makes electric guitars, mandolin family instruments and 
ukuleles.

► www.lucasguitars.co.uk

UnITeD kIngDOM

aC gUITaRS

ALAN criNgeAN
AC Guitars is a one-man operation that came in to being in june 
2006 with reiver Guitars being launched in 2016. Working on his 
own designs and developing proprietary electronics, pickups, 
hardware, and the use of new materials, the goal has always been 
to produce the best instruments possible. This continues to be 
the driving force behind AC Guitars/reiver Guitars.

► www.acguitars.co.uk
► www.reiverguitars.co.uk

UnITeD kIngDOM

aDaMOVIC BaSSeS

NiKOLA AdAmOvic
Adamovic Basses was founded in 2001 and is located in haarlem, 
The Netherlands. With a small team of 3 dedicated luthiers they 
are producing approximately 80 hand-crafted instruments per 
year. each bass is custom tailored and built with the best woods 
and the best components available. Their specialty is ergonomics 
which results in lightweight, perfectly balanced basses shaped to 
your body with superior playability.

► www.adamovic.nl

neTHeRLanDS

aLBOR gUITaRS

LizeT ALBOr
Albor Guitars was self-founded by lizet Albor in 2017. With 10 
years of experience in building electric guitars and basses, and 
a background in electronic engineering and architecture, lizet 
Albor builds instruments ranging from vintage to contemporary 
styles. She combines the craftsmanship of centuries of traditional 
Mexican luthiery with contemporary techniques and elements 
from Mexican design, art and culture to achieve aesthetics, 
ergonomics, and - most importantly - functionality. Aesthetic 
workhorse instruments from the country of Mariachis are great to 
look at, but even better to play!

► www.facebook.com/alborguitars

MexICO

anDy ManSOn CUSTOM gUITaRS

ANdY mANSON
Andy Manson builds flat top steel strings, arch tops, mandolins 
and bouzoukis. For the past fifty years as a luthier his instruments 
have gone to all corners of the world, his clients ranging from top 
level professionals to strictly amateur players. While his work is 
sometimes ornate, sometimes unconventional, his personal lean 
is towards minimalism. Purity of purpose. A true balance of form 
and function is the ultimate beauty. his approach to building is 
firmly along classic traditional lines, for him the work is both a 
personal journey of refinement of skills and method, and a service 
to music and musicians.

► www.andymanson.com

PORTUgaL

aRRenBIegUITaRS

rALPH BONTe
ralph Bonte lives in Bruges, Belgium. his modest size workshop 
is a hive of creativity. The result of many years of study at the CMB 
(Centre for Music Instrument Building) in Puurs, Belgium is seen in 
the wonderful instruments that have left his workshop. Flat tops, 
archtops, electrics, resonator guitars, the odd Weissenborn and 
the humble ukelele, all of the highest quality craftmanship and 
supreme woods. ralph has been training upcoming luthiers in 
his old Alma Mater in Puurs for the last seven years. he previously 
exhibited in 2015, made many new friends and is looking forward 
to a happy reunion.

► www.arrenbieguitars.be

BeLgIUM

aTeLIeR JaCky WaLRaeT, LUTHIeR

jAcKY WALrAeT
jacky Walraet honed his lutherie skills at the renowned “Cmb” 
lutherie school in Belgium, where he has since amassed over 25 
years of experience as teacher of steelstring and archtop guitar 
building. early on, he had the honour of working for big names 
in the jazz world and quickly established a firm reputation. As 
founding member of the lGr-Project he has gained considerable 
experience regarding the use of non-tropical woods in guitar 
making. More recently jacky has concentrated on creating new 
designs, hand crafting a limited number of unique instruments, 
each with its own one-of-a kind visual and sonic characteristics.

► www.jacky-walraet.be

BeLgIUM

EXHIBITORS
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BaRanIk gUITaRS

miKe BArANiK
Mike’s workshop studio is located on California’s central coast 
wine country. each year he makes a limited number of steel string 
acoustic guitars and electric guitars, achieving creative artistic 
designs while using modern technology. his focus is on high-
quality craftsmanship, and he enjoys seeking out choice exotic 
woods for both visual and tonal excellence.

► www.baranikguitars.com

UnITeD STaTeS

BaSSaRT gUITaRS

mATTHiAS meYer
Since 1996 Bassart has produced the finest custom-made 
instruments, starting with their own series of guitar and basses. 
They can build what the customer wants using the finest 
woods and the best hardware to build whatever you dream of. 
lacquering is one of their passions, no matter whether Pu or 
Nitro, sparkle or metallic, you imagine it, they paint it to their 
outstanding quality. A lot of well-known luthiers have their guitars 
finished by Bassart Guitars. There are no wishes that can’t be 
fulfilled. high quality repairs: Intonation problems, worn frets, 
broken headstock and professional maintenance are Bassart’s 
fortés. They are also best known for restoration of vintage guitars.

► www.bassartguitars.de

geRMany

BaTTISTOn gUITaR

TiNO BATTiSTON
Tino started his education in woodworking as a cabinet maker 
in 1997. From 2004, step by step he has worked and studied the 
art of guitar-making beside the master guitar maker kazuo Sato. 
Since 2007 Tino has been living his dream by opening his own 
company in Siersburg and finally building his very own guitars. 
Playability and acoustic properties are the main ingredients, for 
Tino, to meet the customer’s wishes. Battiston’s authentic energy 
remains in every guitar! he is always excited to hear the very first 
notes and emotions from one of his creations as it comes to life in 
his own hands.

► www.battistonguitar.com

fRanCe

BIgfOOT gUITaRS

KArAN SiNgH
Bigfoot Guitars is a celebration of the finest guitars made in New 
Delhi, India. What sets luthier karan Singh apart is his passion 
for working with alternative species of non-endangered timber, 
sourced locally in India. he makes a conscious effort to stay 
away from traditional tonewoods, and spends most of his time 
experimenting with new ideas and timber in order to expand 
the field. he is primarily known for building an extremely warm, 
mellow and responsive finger style acoustic guitar, which is 
tonally in stark contrast to traditional spruce topped instruments.

► www.bigfootguitars.com

InDIa

BLaCkaT gUITaRS

TOmeK SLAWiNSKi
+ mArciN BAdeNSKi
Blackat Guitars is a small custom shop based in Warsaw, Poland. 
Founded in 2011 it is currently run by two friends - Tomek 
Slawinski and Marcin Badenski. All guitars are built by this duo, 
employing both meticulous handcrafting and accurate CNC 
machining. The Blackat team specializes in modern, made-to-
measure instruments with attention to ergonomics, tone and 
aesthetics.

► www.blackat-guitars.com

POLanD

BOeRJeS BaSS & gUITaR DeSIgn

rALf BOerjeS
ralf Boerjes started his business as a custom repairshop and 
gained a lot of experience, which led him to develop his own 
designs in co-operation with ambitious musicians. All instruments 
are handmade from selected tonewoods and the finest materials 
with the focus on sound, handling and aesthetics. Currently he is 
developing a new series called “homegrown” which is completely 
made from regional woods which he collected over the years. 
BoerjeS basses and guitars are built for the same reason they 
are played – for passion!

► www.bass-guitars.de

geRMany

BORgHInO gUITaRS

mirKO ALBerTO BOrgHiNO
Mirko Borghino has been building guitars full-time since his 
graduation with honors from the lutherie School of Milan in 2000. 
his focus is one-of-a kind, custom instruments to meet the needs 
and desires of musicians and collectors. 
his creations include archtop, flat top, bass, classical and electric 
guitars. 
Mirko divides his time between teaching lutherie and hand-
crafting custom instruments in his studio in Desenzano del Garda 
(Italy).

► www.borghinoguitars.com

ITaLy

BRUnneR gUITaRS

LUKAS BrUNNer
lukas Brunner has been dedicated to building extraordinary 
guitars ever since he started his business in 1995. over the years 
his unique removable-neck travel guitars (which cover everything 
from parlor to full size, electrics, basses, multi-necks and even 
harp guitars!) have gained recognition worldwide and have 
become the main product line since 2002. however, his “regular” 
acoustic custom guitars also offer some striking special features 
paired with sleek designs and a powerful sound! The Brunner 
Guitars workshop is located in a small mountain village in the 
beautiful engadin valley in the Swiss Alps.

► www.brunner-guitars.com/en/home

SWITzeRLanD
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BUenDIa gUITaRS

LeONArdO BUeNdiA
With the perspective and experience of a performing musician, 
leo Buendia began his career as a luthier in his hometown of 
Buenos Aires, Argentina. Years later, he moved to oakland, 
California to specialize in the construction of high end steel string 
acoustic guitars in a three-year apprenticeship to the renowned 
ervin Somogyi. recognized as being one of the finest new guitar 
makers in the world today, leo offers one-of-a kind custom 
guitars with the depth of sound and immediate response desired 
by musicians and guitar lovers around the world.

► www.buendiaguitars.com

UnITeD STaTeS

BURgUn gUITaReS

SimON BUrgUN
Simon Burgun is a graduate of the CMB Puurs in Belgium where 
he’s been awarded the “Golden Plane”. he currently works in 
Strasbourg, at the French-German border and dedicates his time 
to the making of romantic and classical guitars, both based on 
historical and personal patterns. he produces 4 new instruments 
per year and also does restoration work on antique guitars. At 
previous editions of the hGGS, you may have seen him in charge 
of the Book Club table or talking about the leonardo Guitar 
research Project.

► www.burgun-guitares.fr

fRanCe

CaSe gUITaRS

jON cASe
jon Case is a self-taught luthier with a background in design. his 
guitars are crafted to produce the tone and feel you desire, with 
the looks that will make you smile every time you open the case.

► www.caseguitars.co.uk

UnITeD kIngDOM

CHRIS LaRkIn CUSTOM gUITaRS

cHriS LArKiN
Chris larkin made his first guitar in 1977. he combined guitar 
and furniture making for a while and became a full time luthier in 
1984. From the beginning he has used his own designs whenever 
possible and there are about 800 of his instruments sold 
worldwide. he is lucky enough to work to order directly for the 
customer and some of his customers have weird ideas! 
entirely self taught he has used local woods whenever possible 
from the beginning and was honoured to be part of The leonardo 
Guitar research Project as a luthier partner.

► www.chrislarkinguitars.com

IReLanD

CLaaS gUITaRS

ALexANder cLAAS
Alexander Claas from hanover, Germany builds modern high end 
electric guitars and basses. Claas Guitars stands for innovation 
and the highest quality in the market. The MobyDick is the result 
of several years of invention and the quest for perfection. The 
special design enhances a superb playability, great ergonomics 
and an outstanding sound. The long neck joint creates an 
ongoing sustain, perfect tuning stability and easy access to the 
highest frets. especially today, where culture leans towards more 
versatility and the highest quality, instruments also have to make 
this change and Claas Guitars is tuned into the right way to do 
that.

► www.claasguitars.com

geRMany

CyangUITaRS

THOmAS HArm
Cyanguitars, hamburg build Individual Instruments for Individual 
Artists. They specialize in building custom guitars for drop- and 
downtunings. let your custom dreams come true.

► www.cyanguitars.com

geRMany

DagUeT gUITaRS

rOger dAgUeT
Passion is the key word of his work. All his guitars are easy to play, 
have high quality sound (sustain, dynamics, character), and make 
the customer feel like it’s 1966 again! he’s a lover of old guitars 
(Mosrite, harmony, Supro, epiphone, ricky, Dano, Wandre… all 
of them!) especially the outsider ones. All these hidden gems that 
wrote the electric music of blues, jazz AND rock’n’roll of the last 
century! Most of the time they were terrible compared to our 21st 
century standards and so his final goal is keeping the soul but 
making them better than they were if not… perfect.

► www.daguetguitars.fr

fRanCe

DanIeL zUCaLI - MaSTeR LUTHIeR

dANieL zUcALi
Since successfully graduating as a string instrument maker in 
1995 Daniel Zucali’s focus is on manufacturing, repairing and 
restoring classical guitars. After being certified as a master 
plucked-instrument luthier in 2003, nylon stringed guitars are the 
only thing he builds. however, this includes multi-string guitars 
with up to 18 strings as well as instruments of various sizes and 
tunings all the way from the octave guitar to the octave bass 
guitar. Seeing the customers’ joy when receiving their unique 
handcrafted instruments is his motivation to keep building ever 
more instruments.

► www.zucali.at

aUSTRIa

© cyanguitars
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De JOnge gUITaRS

Sergei de jONge
Sergei de jonge was born in The hague, Netherlands in 
1949 and moved to Canada as a child. In the early 1970’s he 
apprenticed with jean larrivee and Patt lister, later starting his 
own workshop and distinguishing himself as a highly regarded 
classical and steel string guitar builder. Sergei strove always to 
improve comfort, playability, structure, tone, and aesthetics in 
concert guitars, which have over time proved to be durable and 
long lasting. he recently was one of 7 luthiers who comprised the 
highly successful Group of 7 Guitar Project at the McMichael Art 
Gallery in kleinberg, ontario, Canada.

► www.dejongeguitars.com

CanaDa

DeIMeL gUITaRWORkS

frANK deimeL
Deimel Guitarworks is an expert in uniting vintage design cues 
of well known classic electric guitars of exacting quality and 
adding contemporary features. Giving an unimpeachable tool to a 
musician but also mirroring his/her unique style is their absolute 
goal. 
Frank Deimel has been building guitars since his early 
adolescence and started his professional business in 1998. Since 
2007 the artist kora jünger expanded the company’s profile with 
her particular expertise for design and visual approach. 
Customers include lee ranaldo, The National, klaxons, Wishbone 
Ash and Tocotronic.

► www.deimelguitarworks.com

geRMany

Denny’S gUITaRS

deNNY mäNNeL
Denny’s Guitars builds the finest custom made guitars, 100% 
handmade, always focussing on the customers’ needs while only 
using premium materials and finest tonewoods. Superior musical 
instruments result from high-level craftsmanship, the specific use 
of state-of-the-art technology and the passion for music. 
The attribute “made in Berlin” not only aligns Denny’s with 
the worldwide known and cherished German reputation for 
engagement in their work and high quality of product, but also 
reflects the individual and creative character of the country’s 
capital city.

► www.dennys-guitars.de

geRMany

DIegO VILa CUSTOM gUITaRS

diegO viLA
Combining the most traditional handbuilding methods, with 
cutting-edge technology; classic design with innovations 
and contemporary developments, Diego Vila builds unique 
instruments, which seem to have been discovered in an old 
and forgotten chest, and which make you wonder if they are 
new instruments or if you have seen them before, but cannot 
remember where. 
Born in Buenos Aires, he has now lived and worked in Madrid for 
many years. Through his work, Diego conveys his passion for the 
instrument, his particular aesthetic vision and the technical rigor 
he has learned from several mentors over time.

► www.guitars.diegovila.com

SPaIn

DOnaL MCgReeVy gUITaRS

dONAL mcgreevY
Donal McGreevy is a guitar maker from Co.Down in N. Ireland. 
having been surrounded by music and craft from a young 
age, Donal went on to study at the lagan lutherie School as it 
combined his love of the two. he only makes a small number 
of guitars each year, which allows him to select the very best 
materials available and guarantees a carefully considered design 
and the highest quality craftsmanship. Donal is passionate about 
crafting guitars that will inspire the musician everytime they 
pickup one of his instruments.

► www.mcgreevyguitars.com

UnITeD kIngDOM

DReaMeR gUITaRWORkS

ceLSO freire
Brazilian luthier Celso Freire conceived Dreamer Guitarworks 
twenty-five years ago when he was looking for the ultimate guitar 
of his dreams. 
high-quality musical instruments were hard to find in South 
America in those days. Prices were obscene, with the product just 
not worth it. That’s when Celso decided to start making his own 
top-notch “Dreamer” guitars. 
Dreamer guitars are crafted with the best woods in the world to 
provide awesome sustain and rich tones. Full attention is given to 
every detail of every instrument. 
each Dreamer is tailor-made to fit the needs of even the most 
demanding musician.

► www.dreamerguitars.com

BRazIL

DRUzkOWSkI gUITaRS

PrzemeK drUzKOWSKi
Druzkowski guitars is a boutique guitar workshop based in 
Newark on Trent in england. The workshop specialises in making 
custom electric guitar and bases from highest quality woods and 
parts. All guitars are made with neck through body construction 
finished mainly in oil and wax, containing multiple necks for 
improved stability and more versatile overall sound. 
Druzkowski guitars cooperates with Taurus amplification and 
incorporate their Servo circuit in the instruments for improved 
sound quality.

► www.druzkowskiguitars.eu

UnITeD kIngDOM

eLRICk BaSS gUITaRS

rOBerT eLricK
Founded in 1992, elrick Bass Guitars, ltd. began as a specialty 
manufacturer. Addressing what was, at that time, an under-
serviced segment of the bass guitar market, elrick exclusively 
produced thru-neck 6-string bass guitars. Since their broad 
market debut at the 1993 NAMM Summer Session, elrick Bass 
Guitars has expanded its offerings to include instruments of a 
variety of configurations and construction in an effort to meet 
evolving artist demands.

► www.elrick.com

UnITeD STaTeS

© 2017 elrick bass guitars, ltd.

© denny’s guitars© denny’s guitars
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eRgOn gUITaRS

AdriANO SérgiO
ergon Guitars are a combination of a life-long passion for music 
and all things artistic. It is also a continuation of the brave journey 
started by other builders who dared to do things beyond the 
norm, as we stand on the shoulders of giants. The instruments 
are made to be a beautiful extension of the musician’s body, 
granting a more fluid channel through which expression can 
be manifested. each guitar is unique and brings a new sound, 
because no two instruments are alike. even inside the same 
design family, every guitar is different and an evolution of the 
previous.

► www.ergonguitars.com

PORTUgaL

eSPaRza gUITaRS

mONicA eSPArzA
Mónica esparza began building her first flamenco guitar in 2000 
and went to the source for training, working in Spain with Maestro 
jose romanillos in his intensive master classes for several years. 
Mónica creates the warmth and beauty only seen in old world 
Spanish guitars by crafting an eloquently designed body of top 
quality woods with intricate decorative accents. A French polish 
imparts a final delicate finish and enhances tonal response. 
She also builds ukuleles, and teaches ukulele making workshops 
in her shop as well as doing a variety of instrument repair work.

► www.monicasguitars.com

UnITeD STaTeS

eSSenCe gUITaRS

TOBiAS AHLKe
The essence Guitars workshop of master craftsman Tobias Ahlke 
is located in the quaint village of remagen-oberwinter within 
spitting distance of Beethoven’s home town Bonn, Germany. 
he handcrafts electric and acoustic guitars of the highest quality. 
The instruments are made of the finest materials, perfectly 
matching the customer’s demands. Timeless aesthetics, 
outstanding playability and a sound to die for are the unique 
features of his instruments providing a new level of inspiration. 
Besides building state-of-the-art guitars, Tobias Ahlke is 
renowned for performing high quality repairs and modifications 
of all kinds.

► www.essenceguitars.de

geRMany

eyeSTOne gUITaRS

LeONHArd AUgeNSTeiN
leonhard Augenstein is a self-taught guitar maker in Germany 
and the man behind eyestone Guitars. originally trained as an 
industrial designer, he is used to seeing things from different 
angles and points. This results in guitar designs that respect the 
tradition but at the same time explore new paths in shape and 
detail solution, always bearing in mind sound and playability. The 
unique design of the A- and the B-model with the unique bridge 
design are perfect examples of his work, which receive a high level 
of appreciation by professional and amateur guitar players.

► www.eyestone-guitars.com

geRMany

fanT gUITaRS

mArTiN eBNer
“In a digital world ruled by apps, we rely on tried and tested 
values.” 
Fant Guitars stands for a holistic approach towards luthiery. 
regionally sourced materials and an almost fanatic love for detail 
make each and every instrument a true masterpiece. embracing 
the possibilities of today’s manufacturing methods and melding 
them with the age-old traditions of the craft, Fant Guitars forge 
unique guitars and basses that naturally take their place among 
the finest of their kind.

► www.fant-guitars.com

aUSTRIa

fIBenaRe gUITaRS CO.

cSABA BeNedeK
Fibenare Guitars Co. is a 20 year-old hungarian guitar 
manufacture. They build classic designs and their own models of 
guitars and basses. 
The instruments are built from scratch, not only crafting wood by 
hand, but also building hardware, pickups, electronics and even 
the hardshell cases for the instruments. They use only traditional 
tools and the best materials available.

► www.fibenare-guitars.com

HUngaRy

fRaMeWORkS gUITaRS

frANK KrOcKer
Frameworks stands for focusing on what’s important. excellent 
sound and timeless design unite in an instrument that has been 
appreciated by world class musicians for over 20 years. The 
unique frame is not just an eye-catcher but delivers maximum 
functionality. By disconnecting its frames, the instrument can 
easily go into your carry-on luggage on a plane. That way, the 
FrAMe becomes a permanent companion for artists who value 
simplicity, quality and mobility. 
Most importantly, the FrAMe scores where it matters – with the 
players. We’re grateful for having been allowed to serve great 
artists like Badi Assad and Wolfgang Muthspiel.

► www.frameworks-guitars.com

geRMany

fRank HaRTUng gUITaRS

frANK HArTUNg
Frank hartung manufactures primarily one-off electric guitars 
that are crafted in close co-operation with the customers. 
Thus, the guitarist’s preferences and desires are combined in 
a unique instrument. First class selected materials are paired 
with innovations and the highest artisanal expertise in Frank’s 
workshop in the Thuringian town langewiesen, to build 
unmistakable guitars with the utmost attention to detail. his 
guitars are sold worldwide and enjoy an excellent international 
reputation. They can be found in select boutique stores in many 
countries of he world.

► www.hartung-guitars.com

geRMany

© rodrigo sérgio
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fRanz BaSSgUITaRS

xAver TremeL
In their luthier’s workshop Franz Bassguitars create premium-
quality bass guitars, 100% hand-crafted to individual client 
requests. They put great emphasis on the choice of woods and 
their origins from sustainable and preferably regional forestry. 
Their careful selection of materials and components, paired with 
expert manufacture, guarantee the strong and unique sound.

► www.franz-bassguitars.de

geRMany

fReMeDITI gUITaRS

vASiLiS fremediTi
Vasilis Fremediti, building engineer by profession, started making 
electric guitars as a hobby some 20 years ago. Soon after his 
first electrics he focused mostly on archtop and semi hollow 
guitars. his family’s carpenter workshop was the ideal place for 
experimentation and progress. Soon he gained a reputation for 
the impeccable workmanship, tonal complexity and flawless 
finishes of his guitars. In 2014 he quit his job and decided to focus 
exclusively on Fremediti Guitars. Fremediti Guitars are fully 
handmade including the pickups and finishing, which is all done 
in his workshop.

► www.fremeditiguitars.com

gReeCe

gaLaSSO gUITaRS

ezeqUieL gALASSO
From Buenos Aires, Argentina, ezequiel Galasso’s trademark 
aproach is a constant exploration of new building methods, like 
his world-renowned designs, the leaf Guitar and the Skate guitar. 
his aim is set on breaking established paradigms, with emphasis 
on sustainability and style, without neglecting functionality and 
precision. his instruments bear great character while they also 
invite you to think differently. his creations apart from being 
excellent instruments have great stories to tell and definitely 
inspire the musicians who play them.

► www.galassoinstruments.com

aRgenTIna

gReaT OWL gUITaRS

mAUriziO cUzzOLiN
Great owl Guitars are borne out of the love that Maurizio Cuzzolin 
has had for guitars since he was a child. he lives and works in 
oderzo, just a few kilometres from Venice. Profound research 
and selection of wood, combined with constant care during the 
construction process are the cornerstones of his work. Maurizio’s 
goal is to create instruments with a defined, balanced sound and 
with a great sustain. Among his models, all entirely hand-made, 
there are a few designs that required innovative and “out-of-
the-box” solutions. The logo of his guitars is the owl… he says he 
resembles one.

► www.greatowlguitars.com

ITaLy

gReenfIeLD gUITaRS

micHAeL greeNfieLd
Michael Greenfield is passionate about tone. Great tone. FAT 
tone. he handcrafts bespoke acoustic steel string and concert 
classical guitars for discerning collectors, as well as professional 
and amateur guitarists who wish to experience the exhilaration 
of playing a truly responsive instrument, fashioned to the highest 
standard. each commission begins with a personal consultation. 
The resultant choice of model, specifications, materials and 
options combine to make your Greenfield Guitar a truly one-of-a-
kind instrument – tailor-made, exclusively for you. 
Some of Michael’s artists: Pierre Bensusan, Andy Mckee, Pipo 
romero, Colin hay, Tony McManus, keith richards, Steffen 
Schackinger, emmanuel rossfelder, Philippe Mariotti.

► www.greenfieldguitars.com

CanaDa

H gUITaRS

PAUL HAmer + ALec HAmer
h GuITArS uses centuries old hardwood to handcraft instruments 
with superior tone and quality. old growth materials allow for a 
solid body construction, with the neck and body from the same 
piece. 
each guitar is designed and made in Illinois by the hamer family.

► www.h-guitars.com

UnITeD STaTeS

HaLaBICa gUITaRS

OTTO HALABicA
The guitars are not just instruments. They are a manifestation 
of uniqueness, a matter of taste and lifestyle. each guitar stands 
out with an aesthetic balance, symmetry and master processing, 
that is ultimately important. The transformation of pure and 
clear sound into a tangible form, the acoustic expression of 
the instrument combined with the elegance of shapes lets 
everyone feel how much passion and perfection has gone into 
it. The guitars are a reflection of the best of craftsmanship and 
experience.

► www.halabicaguitars.com

SLOVakIa

HanS gUITaRS

THOrSTeN HANS
hans guitars was established in 2011 in the beautiful historic city 
of Tübingen. 
Thorsten hans’ advanced guitar models do not only reflect the 
deep knowledge of sixty years of electric-guitar history and 
building techniques, but also the guitar’s cultural meaning today. 
This leads to unique instruments like the reggatta de Bleu, that, 
while based on a traditional outline as a starting point, he takes 
the freedom to go far beyond.

► www.hansguitars.com

geRMany
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HeaRT gUITaRS & MORe

fLOriAN HeLLWeg
Welcome to heArT guitars & more, the Custom Shop of the 
trained plucked-instrument maker Florian hellweg. This Custom 
Shop stands for handmade, custom-made acoustic and electric 
guitars, basses, mandolins, ukuleles and all other kinds of 
plucked instruments. It is located in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern/
Germany. 
You can also check out a variety of high quality instruments 
extensively in the Show room. let these instruments inspire you 
while planning your own dream-instrument. You are welcome in 
the heArT guitars & more Custom Shop!

► www.heartguitars.de

geRMany

HeeReS gUITaRS

ricHArd HeereS
richard heeres was trained as a cabinet maker and mechanical 
engineer. he started making guitars simply because he needed 
one. In 1992 richard started a course with master luthier David 
Freeman and immediately knew that he would build guitars for 
the rest of his life. 
richard’s instruments have been described to him as looking 
“spectacularly plain”, which he considers to be a great 
compliment, as he feels that’s what some of the finest makers 
were going for. For every guitar his goal is to combine great 
musical quality with that look. richard’s instruments are in 
demand by both amateur and professional musicians worldwide.

► www.heeresguitars.nl

neTHeRLanDS

IHUSH gUITaRS

NAOKi iHASHi
Ihush Guitars, located in the suburbs of Tokyo, japan, began its 
activities in 2009. It is a very small studio where all work is done 
by Naoki Ihashi. 
Guitars made entirely by hand have a strong attraction for people. 
Their delicate beauty and sounds leave a strong impression in the 
player’s mind. 
Ihashi says, “The next work will be much better!”. he continues to 
make guitars with that philosophy.

► www.ihush-guitars.com

JaPan

ISaaC Jang gUITaRS

iSAAc jANg
Isaac jang is a guitar maker based in los Angeles, California, uSA. 
he was born, and raised in S. korea, and moved to the u.S. in 
1999. In 2007, Isaac apprenticed under his most admired mentor, 
kathy Wingert, and learned everything from basic construction 
skills to fine tuning every element of the guitar. Isaac specializes 
in steel string acoustic guitars, and builds 6 to 8 guitars each 
year at his shop in the heart of hollywood. he focuses on tone, 
aesthetics, and playability. his goal is to create an instrument that 
connects with a player, and that becomes his new “go-to” guitar.

► www.isaacjangguitars.com

UnITeD STaTeS

IVee gUITaRS

ivAN mULiA
his love for the blues music and remarkable interest in the 
resonator guitar, especially the metal-body which is hard to find 
in his country, made Ivan Mulia start his own business in 2009. his 
daily presence in an aluminium casting workshop for more than 
10 years, has produced unusual techniques of guitar-making. one 
of the iVee’s unique qualities is floral etching on the whole body, 
which generally uses Indonesian traditions such as “batik” and 
“songket”. Technical calculations blending with artistic culture is 
a hallmark of his work.

► www.facebook.com/iVeeGuitars

InDOneSIa

JaBLOnSkI gUITaRS

cHriSTiAN jABLONSKi
Christian jablonski has been a master-luthier for 20 years now, 
living in Bad Goisern, Austria and teaching guitar building at the 
nearby hTBlA hallstatt. outside of his busy, teaching schedule, 
he constructs wonderful guitars in his workshop. As time is 
somewhat limited, the output is small and most instruments 
are made-to-order. As a journeyman, he worked for the biggest 
manufacturer of steel-string guitars in Germany, and was later 
responsible for the repair shop in a big store. he has seen, made 
and repaired a lot of guitars. Now he is happy in his small shop, 
making excellent guitars and the occasional repair.

► www.jablonski-guitars.com

aUSTRIa

JaMeS COLLInS gUITaRS

jAmeS cOLLiNS
james Collins Guitars are based in east Sussex. They hand-build 
five different models using traditional methods, beautiful tone-
woods, hand-wound pickups and quality components. run by 
james and a small team, all guitarists, the passion is to make 
exquisite playable guitars with many details that cannot be mass-
produced. 
The flat top and carved top models all feature 1 or 2 piece 
mahogany bodies and mahogany necks with a choice of different 
book-matched caps: Flame Maple, Quilt Maple, english walnut, 
Cocobolo, Ziricote, redwood & ebony. All guitars feature various 
meticulous forms of detailing with a variety of tone selections.

► www.jamescollinsguitars.com

UnITeD kIngDOM

Jan fIšeR Jazz anD BLUeS gUITaRS

jAN fišer
jan Fiser discovers and puts an emphasis on the beauty and 
natural features of traditional european species. he uses wood 
mainly from his own sources, being in close contact with each 
piece of wood from the initial felling of the tree. That is why he is 
able to guarantee the age and maturity of the wood he uses as 
well as the location it comes from. jan Fišer has been building 
guitars since 2002. his main source of inspiration is european 
and American traditional guitar making from the first half of 20th 
century.

► www.fiserguitars.cz

CzeCH RePUBLIC

© mellia amiyati
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JeRSey gIRL HOMeMaDe gUITaRS

KAz gOTO + AKiKO OdA
+ eiKO gOTO
jersey Girl homemade guitars is located in the north of japan. 
It was established in 1991 by a team of two luthiers and a guitar 
strap maker. 
The team makes guitars, basses and effects as “Compositions 
with individuality made one by one.”

► www.jerseygirlhg.com

JaPan

JüngeR gUITaRS

dAvid jüNger
David jünger sees himself as a representative of modern guitar 
making. he resolves to blend high quality craftsmanship with 
excellent materials and design, to achieve the perfect tone. he 
has specialized in steel string and archtop guitars, which are 
completely made by hand in his workshop. After four years of 
studying musical instrument making in Markneukirchen, he 
achieved the title Bachelor of Arts and became a Master luthier 
shortly after. With all his knowledge and skills he wants to exceed 
the demands of his customers.

► www.juenger-gitarren.de

geRMany

kaUeR gUITaRS

dOUg KAUer
kauer Guitars, started in 2007 by Doug kauer, has grown to 
become a leader in both flannel collecting and occasional 
good luthier ideas. Douglas has been known to buck trends by 
ignorance and milking one design for all its worth. Doug and his 
four person crew have been building exceptional guitars year after 
year in their workshop in sunny Sacramento, California uSA. They 
also produce Titan Guitars and DrS racks.

► www.kauerguitars.com

UnITeD STaTeS

kOLL gUITaRS

SAUL KOLL
Since 1986, Saul koll has been making unique, innovative guitars 
using only the finest materials with a total dedication to his craft. 
koll guitars are built by Saul and his team in our Portland, oregon, 
workshop using old school equipment, methods, and techniques. 
our emphasis has always been on excellence in design, fine 
craftsmanship, and the best customer service possible. At koll, we 
see guitar making as an ongoing conversation between builder 
and players, and we use that feedback to continue to improve our 
designs and approach.

► www.kollguitars.com

UnITeD STaTeS

kOSTaL gUITaRS

jASON KOSTAL
With 12 years of building behind him, jason draws upon his 
years of experience as a fingerstyle player and performer, former 
roberto-Venn School of luthiery instructor, and two and a half 
year apprenticeship under ervin Somogyi to create one of the 
most precisely crafted, aesthetically inspiring, and sonically 
diverse steel stringed guitars on the market. each instrument is 
individually designed and voiced to bring out the tonality and 
responsiveness desired by professional musicians, discerning 
collectors, and true enthusiasts all over the world.

► www.kostalguitars.com

UnITeD STaTeS

kRISTaLL

ANdreAS KriSTALL
Andreas kristall is a bass maker and player. his skills and 
experience after more than15 years as a professional bassist 
grant him the ability to understand the needs and wishes of his 
customers. 
Sound is the very motor of his work. The biggest fun and biggest 
challenge is to obtain the perfect balance between the desired 
sound, ergonomics, playability, responsiveness and design. 
each instrument is unique and custom built. using the finest 
materials and hardware is a matter of course. his approach is 
basically more traditional than modern. The credo is: Sound first!

► www.kristallbass.com

geRMany

LaeTSCH gUITaRS

veiT LAeTScH
laetsch Guitars is a small one-man atelier in northern Germany 
that delivers unique, custom-made instruments. A perfectionist 
and purist at heart, owner and Master luthier Veit laetsch is 
driven by a desire to produce well-balanced and highly responsive 
instruments that offer both a pure sound and comfortable 
handling. like all artistic products, the resulting sound and 
beauty of the instruments are hard to explain in words - you have 
to experience it for yourself. Whether you’re looking for a custom-
made guitar, one-of-a-kind reconstructions in a puristic design or 
want your favourite instrument repaired, it’s well worth a visit.

► www.laetsch-guitars.de

geRMany

LakeWOOD gUITaRS

mArTiN SeeLiger
lakewood Guitars is the perfect interface between handicraft and 
use of modern machinery. The luthiers around Martin Seeliger 
are genuine guitar makers that work in a workshop rather than 
in a production. Despite the fact that lakewood produces 
1000 guitars a year they do a lot of individual customizing in 
the so-called Custom Shop. Sometimes it’s small things that 
customers ask for, little adaptions that don’t necessarily need 
to be expensive. But it can be much more thrilling if that’s the 
customer’s wish. This time Moritz Sattler, lakewood mastermind 
of CNC and inlay work, has thought of something special.

► www.lakewood-guitars.com

© Joana kauer, rené weiss photography, markus hoppe

geRMany
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LaMe HORSe InSTRUMenTS

cHriS jeNKiNS
+ jeremY jeNKiNS
A father and son building team hailing all the way from the heart 
of Texas, lame horse Instruments brings a unique style and 
sound to their guitars. Chris and jeremy design and build guitars 
that are meant to last and shine, both acoustically and visually. 
each guitar boasts an original rosette unique to that piece. All 
guitars feature a system for adjusting the playing action that is 
simple to operate. The jenkins boys are pleased to be returning 
to Berlin for a second show, so please, stop by the table, say 
“howdy” and give these standout guitars a strum.

► www.lamehorse.net

UnITeD STaTeS

LaVa gUITaRS

rAPOLAS grAzYS
lava Drops (lava Guitars) is a cross pollination between the fields 
of acoustics and modern instrument design concepts crafted 
using very authentic and rare materials. The output is innovative 
and forward-looking high-end gear. lava creator rapolas Grazys 
is known for specific instrument design concepts while using very 
rare materials like black amber, bell brass, aircraft aluminum, 
gold and silver details, stiffened lava, wood that is used for 
building ships, very rare and old wood, one piece unibody 
constructions etc. every lava Drop is a unique sculptural piece 
created with artistic care and vision.

► www.lavaguitars.com

LITHUanIa

LORITa BaSSeS

xAvier LOriTA
lorita basses was born with the aim of providing a very 
particular vision of what an electric bass is, based on design and 
functionality. A vision that despite its youth, is based on more 
than 20 years of experience in the construction and modification 
of all types of instruments. It is thanks to this and to the constant 
searching for the best materials and components, that their 
luthiers are able to offer completely customized instruments 
respecting the demands of their customers. Creating the perfect 
bass for every customer is a priority for them.

► www.lorita-basses.com

SPaIn

LOSPennaTO gUITaRS

LeO LOSPeNNATO
leo lospennato (luthier, designer, and author of books about 
electric guitars) creates instruments with a retro-futuristic look, 
as if they were visions of some crazy scientist of the past trying to 
imagine how guitars in the 21st century would look. 
leo’s guitars are handmade in Germany, one by one, combining 
the venerable tradition of electric guitar making but also 
relentlessly searching for original shapes, striking looks and 
versatile tones. Indeed, these guitars want to transcend the rank 
of musical instruments to become intriguing, unique creations of 
design.

► www.lospennatoguitars.com

geRMany

LUIS gUeRReRO gUITaRS

LUiS gUerrerO
luis Guerrero (Cartagena, 1979) is a telecom engineer who 
produces guitars. A man who’s committed to take the less easy 
path but also the most interesting one. In 2009, after several years 
working in something that wasn’t fulfilling him he decided to 
change everything. he was trained as a luthier in Arturo Sanzano’s 
atelier in Madrid and he also worked with some important 
masters of the Spanish guitar in Granada. The Spanish guitar 
wasn’t enough for him, so he completed his training experience 
with some of the greatest producers of acoustic guitars in uSA 
and japan.

► www.luisguerreroguitars.com

SPaIn

LUTHeRIe geRVaIS

emiLe gervAiS
The company lutherie Gervais was born in 2013 following 
the three-year training that luthier Émile Gervais successfully 
completed, deserving a mention of excellence at the end of 
his studies. lutherie Gervais offers a particular style with a 
unique aesthetic. Several models varying the body shape of the 
instruments are available. using mainly steel strings, lutherie 
Gervais offers a total of six guitar models. Gervais guitars are 
created completely by hand.

► www.lutheriegervais.com

CanaDa

M-TOne gUITaRS

mATT PrOcTOr
Matt Proctor is a guitar maker, sculptor and musician who has 
been building M-tone guitars since 2009. his art-filled studio is 
located in the heart of Portland, oregon, uSA. every M-tone guitar 
is one-of-a kind and meticulously hand made from rough milling 
of the wood to final setup. These instruments are defined by 
innovative shapes, finishes and materials. Matt draws on many 
techniques he originally developed for his cast metal sculpture, 
frequently incorporating hammered, folded and patinated 
steel, brass, copper and aluminum components. M-tone guitars 
are known for their seductive hand-carved necks, impeccable 
fretwork, and unusual finishes.

► www.m-tone.com

UnITeD STaTeS

M.O.V. gUITaRS

mArcO OmAr viOLA
Marco omar Viola is an Italian Master luthier, he graduated 
in 1999 from The School of luthiery of Milan. After several 
collaborations with many professional luthiers, he started 
M.o.V. Guitars, his own workshop, in 2008. M.o.V. Guitars is a 
modern laboratory of artisanal lutherie and comes from the 
passion for instruments and music. M.o.V. Guitars workshop 
offers brand new handcrafted guitars, repairs and customization. 
All the handcrafted instruments by Marco are signed on the 
headstock with his surname “VIolA” to separate the daily works 
of M.o.V. Guitars from his high quality instrument production. 
every VIolA is a fine handmade guitar, the coming together 
of design, archtecture, wood physics, beauty and musician’s 
experiences.

► www.movguitars.com

ITaLy
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MaCPHeRSOn gUITaRS

dAN mAcPHerSON
exceptional attention to detail is paid to every instrument 
ensuring the highest quality, durability and playability of each 
individual instrument regardless of its price tag. These exquisite 
guitars are designed and made to meet the demands of just about 
every kind of guitar player and their playing styles. or if required, 
anyone can have any guitar crafted to their own specifications 
with a true custom service that offers the player a unique, 
handmade instrument.

► www.macphersonguitars.com

CanaDa

MaLInOSkI gUITaR

PeTer mALiNOSKi
Peter Malinoski has been making unique electric guitars and 
basses for more than 35 years and has explored the full range 
of this medium from the accepted traditional to the outer 
edge of tolerance. Peter has recently returned to his roots as a 
sculptor and is interested in new directions of electric guitars 
by following different aesthetic possibilities and concepts of 
purpose. he investigates the line between Craft and Art with a 
renewed commitment to push the instrument to places yet to be 
understood.

► www.malinoskiguitar.com

UnITeD STaTeS

Manne gUITaRS

ANdreA BALLAriN
Since 1987 Manne Guitars have become the natural results of our 
artisanal history: essence of functionality, playability and tone. 
All bodies and necks are hand-crafted in their workshops, and 
most other components are engineered and developed by Manne. 
Manne Guitars knows that “there is always a better way to do it”. 
This philosophy leads them to also apply non-conventional ideas. 
They develop new projects based on specific collector’s requests 
or on innovative sound design ideas. 
To date, they have sold almost 3000 hand-crafted instruments in 
16 different countries, including China, Australia, South Africa, 
Finland, Sweden, uk and uSA.

► www.manne.com

ITaLy

ManzeR gUITaRS

LiNdA mANzer
linda Manzer is recognized as one of the world’s outstanding 
luthiers. her creative journey with Pat Metheny has produced 
many remarkable instruments including the renowned 
42-stringed Pikasso guitar, a fretless nylon archtop, the first 
acoustic Baritone guitar and the distinctive sitar guitar to name 
but a few. her guitars have been displayed in the Smithsonian, 
Washington D.C.; the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston and the 
Museum of Civilization, Canada. She received her training from 
jean larrivée and later with jimmy D’Aquisto in New York. She 
has also made guitars for Carlos Santana, Bruce Cockburn, Paul 
Simon, Milton Nascimento and julian lage.

► www.manzer.com

CanaDa

MaRC SaUMIeR LUTHIeR

mArc SAUmier
Marc Saumier started building guitars in 1996. his models include 
steel string, nylon string, archtop and resonator guitars, acoustic 
and upright basses, ukuleles and unusual instruments such as a 
12-string nylon string guitar, all made mostly from locally-sourced 
wood that he resaws into tonewood that is perfectly quarter 
sawn and straight-grained. Focusing his attention on sound 
quality and playability, his instruments all possess a unique voice 
caracterized by a wide dynamic range, good note separation and 
excellent sustain. This is acheived by the innovative and unique 
soundboard bracing patterns he developed over the years.

► www.marcsaumierluthier.com

CanaDa

MaRLeaUx BaSS gUITaRS

gerALd mArLeAUx
Marleaux knows that high class wood and careful handling is the 
key to a great bass. he has a passion for collecting and building 
with rare and fascinating woods. Marleaux Bass Guitars takes 
great care in the proper storage, drying and treatment of these 
woods to ensure their unique sonic characteristics. he then 
tailors each bass to the needs of the customer by using the exact 
piece of wood for every aspect of its construction. Marleaux is the 
place where bassists’ dreams come true!

► www.marleaux-bass.com

geRMany

MaUDaL MUSICaL MaCHIneS

mArTiN mAUdAL
Maudal Musical Machines, ear Candy for your eyes, eye Candy for 
your ears since 2006 - Woodface™ electric resonators, Semi-
hollow and solid body electrics, mandolins. All of the woods used 
in Maudal Musical Machines harvested, cut, seasoned and hand 
picked by Martin Maudal personally. reminders are left in the 
work that these guitars didn’t arrive in a vacuum sealed package. 
They were living things - in fact living eco systems in themselves. 
The designs allow for a bit of what the japanese call wabi sabi - 
perfection in imperfection. They are designed as tools, and as Art. 
Meta-Art actually.

► www.maudalsmusicalmachines.com

UnITeD STaTeS

MaxMOnTe gUITaRS

mASSimiLiANO mONTerOSSO
Max is the man behind all operations at Maxmonte Guitars. In 
his workshop in Abano Terme, Italy, Max uses his personal mix 
of traditional and modern techniques to craft his instruments, 
incorporating cohesive design with tone, responsiveness and 
playability. 
he builds steel string guitars and harp guitars and over the years 
has developed a comprehensive range of models spanning from 
the diminutive 19’’ scale roe, his standard Thames, Columbia and 
Danube six strings, and unique harp Guitars. 
each guitar can be customised with many options, such as 
fanfrets, bevels, custom scales, inlays, cutaways, and much more.

► www.maxmonte.com

ITaLy
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MgH gUITaRS

mATHiAS POzOrSKi
MGh-Guitars (Manufacturing Guitars and hardware) creates 
handcrafted guitars and basses without using CNC.  
Their main goal is building the best possible instrument at an 
affordable price, not only in small series but also custom guitars.  
No matter what you want from your guitar they build it. In their 
shop they make almost all parts by themselves so they are in full 
control of the quality and performance of their instruments.  
In the end, they are proud of every part they sell. Their job is their 
passion, so they are honoured and glad to share it with you at the 
holy Grail Guitar Show.

► www.mgh-guitars.de

geRMany

MICHIHIRO MaTSUDa

micHiHirO mATSUdA
Michihiro Matsuda was born and raised in japan. Pairing 
traditional woodworking skills with an innovative sense of design 
and construction, he builds approximately eight guitars each year 
in his shop in redwood city, CA. he is striving to make instruments 
that integrate fine materials with his dedicated sound study. each 
of his guitars is unique, personal, and individual. his wish is that 
Matsuda guitars would be recognized as more than just tools 
for music, and his artistic influence will inspire players to even 
greater creative heights.

► www.matsudaguitars.com

UnITeD STaTeS

MILLIMeTRIC InSTRUMenTS

fLOriAN ScHNeider
Millimetric Instruments offers hand-made, modern, custom 
guitars with original shapes and designs. Florian, Millimetric’s 
founder, is a self-taught guitar maker based in Montréal, Québec. 
he graduated from École d’ébénisterie d’art de Montréal in 
2011 and his inspiration is deeply rooted in industrial design, 
architecture and Scandinavian furniture design. he takes great 
pride in creating simple and efficient products ranging from 
guitars to basses using sustainable Canadian Maple and Walnut 
tone woods, milk paints and livos oil finishes. 
Florian also co-hosts the podcast “In The Making” with Nicolai 
Schorr, where they talk about guitar building and design.

► www.millimetric.ca

CanaDa

nazangI STROMgITaRRen

WerNer WeNde
Werner Wende’s desire for a double-neck guitar led him to guitar 
building. As a one-man manufacturer he creates guitars to his 
own design. he deliberately uses only native wood. With the 
custom-shop principle the customer has the option to have a 
guitar configured and built to their specific needs.

► www.nazangi.de

geRMany

nOeMI gUITaRS

NOemi ScHemBri
Noemi is a an Italian guitar maker who builds steel string and 
classical guitars. She studied and worked with master luthier 
Sergei de jonge in Canada. 
In her workshop in Italy she focuses on building simple looking 
guitars with well balanced sound, responsive nature and very 
comfortable to play.

► www.noemiguitars.com

ITaLy

nORDWaLL InSTRUMenT

mATS NOrdWALL
The Swedish luthier Mats Nordwall has focused on building steel 
stringed guitars and folk musical instruments like mandolins, 
mandolas and citterns. 
Inspired by Irish, American and Swedish folk music, he tries to 
make his instruments so that they are especially well customized 
for this type of music. The instruments should be easy to play and 
clear but still with a distinct core in tone, and maintain the highest 
level, both in appearance and playability. All to satisfy the high 
standards that musicians need in their instruments.

► www.nordwallinstrument.com

SWeDen

nOVaCORDa gUITaRS

meTe cem KUzU
Mete Cem is the travelling luthier. every 3 to 5 years he moves to 
a different country due to his wife’s work. having built his first 
commercial guitar in Ghana, West Africa without electricity he 
has a strong “form follows function” attitude, creating his own 
solutions and striving to use mostly local woods. his nightmare 
is to use off the shelf stuff. This attitude took him so far that he 
even had to produce his own bridge. Mostly electrics, ready for 
anything else, free from conventional thinking.

► www.novacorda.com

TURkey

OD gUITaRS

Omer deUTScH
omer Deutsch is an industrial designer, luthier and the founder of 
oD guitars.  
Fascinated by mathematics and geometric forms in nature, omer 
uses manipulation of those shapes in his builds.  
oD Guitars’ designs focus on modern 6, 7 and 8 strings, extended 
range, multi scale and paying attention to the last tiny detail of 
each guitar.

► www.od-guitars.com

ISRaeL
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OnIRICa gUITaRS

emANUeLe fAggiON
emanuele Faggion approached luthiery at the age of 19 from 
a self-taught perspective, driven only by curiosity and passion 
for creation and knowledge. These peculiarities molded his 
approach to guitar building. In fact, he sees his job not as a 
mass-production of all-equal instruments, but as a chance for the 
discovery of new unique expressions and characters, given his 
conviction that one can give the best of himself and build “alive” 
instruments only when completely free to create and express. 
That may be the most difficult way, but it is the most rewarding for 
sure, both for the luthier and the guitarist.

► www.oniricaguitars.com

ITaLy

ORn CUSTOM gUITaRS

gUNNAr ÖrN SigUrdSSON
Gunnar has been designing and building guitars since 2000. Based 
in reykjavik, he works in close conjunction with his customers, 
sharing his passion and inspiration to provide guitars that are 
designed to work as an extension of themselves in their guitar 
playing. he collaborates with local artists and craftsmen to create 
guitars that both look and sound beautiful. Gunnar runs guitar 
courses on a regular basis for those who would like to make their 
own. his guitars are touring locally and internationally with some 
of Iceland’s top bands and musicians such as Solstafir, Vintage 
Caravan and of Monsters and Men.

► www.ornguitars.is

ICeLanD

OROBORUS CUSTOMS

TOBiAS TrAUB
Founded 2011 by Tobias Traub in Berlin, oroborus Customs is 
specialized in building custom steelstring guitars. It is important 
to the company that the customer has the feeling to be at home, 
to be in a safe place where one can open up, talk about one’s 
desires and ideas and to be taken seriously about one’s thoughts. 
All this is necessary to build an instrument which opens one’s 
heart, makes one feel satisfied and happy. After all, music is one 
of the most beautiful and fullfilling things ever and oroborus 
Customs’ goal is to build instruments which give one this feeling.

► www.oroboruscustoms.com

geRMany

PaDaLka gUITaRS

SimON PAdALKA
Padalka Guitars is comprised of luthier Simon Padalka and 
designer Daria Padalka. They gained popularity thanks to modern 
designs and a highly individual approach to each instrument and 
customer.  
Their main goal is to create the best quality guitars and basses 
possible, using only high quality woods that not only have great 
sound and playability, but also stunning looks.

► www.padalka-guitars.com

RUSSIan feDeRaTIOn

Peggy WHITe gUITaRS

PeggY WHiTe
Peggy has a deep appreciation for wood and she enjoys the 
opportunity to work with it every day, taking it from its raw 
beauty to something that fills the world with music. She designs 
and builds her instruments in her new shop in Almonte, Canada. 
Being a musician herself, Peggy understands that feel and sound 
are of the utmost importance. Choosing the best quality woods 
and knowing how to work with them to bring out the best tone for 
her instruments and her attention to detail in her hand-carved 
necks and setups make her instruments a pleasure to play.

► www.peggywhite.ca

CanaDa

PIeRRICk BRUa

PierricK BrUA
Working in Montpellier, south of France since 1993, Pierrick makes 
exceptionally fine archtop and acoustic guitars. his work reflects 
constant attention to superior craftsmanship and detail. each 
instrument is made to order and constructed according to unique 
specifications.

► www.bruaguitars.com

fRanCe

POLJakOff gITaRRen

jAKOB POLjAKOff
+ ALexANder BUA
After some years of working on his own, there will be quite a 
big change in 2018 in the workshop of jakob Poljakoff. jakob’s 
brother Alexander will join Poljakoff Guitars. like-minded in their 
demand for quality and accuracy they build steel-string and 
nylon-string guitars. All of their instruments are fully handcrafted 
with a building process based on traditional as well as modern 
methods. Their guitars come with a modest, almost minimalistic 
look and the sound can be described as a combination of power 
and perfect clarity without being harsh in any situation. They put 
a lot of effort into building and there is always a personal touch 
with small details to be found all over the instruments.

► www.poljakoffgitarren.de

geRMany

PReUSSgUITaRS

TOrSTeN PreUSS
+ friederiKe PreUSS
Preussguitars stands for absolute premium quality instruments. 
Torsten’s longtime experience as a plucked instrument builder 
enables him to create instruments with excellent tone and 
outstanding playing characteristics. each Preuss instrument 
has its own process of development and Torsten is always in 
close contact with the customer. he works on every instrument 
personally with handcrafted precision which always leads to a 
single, unique and distinctive masterpiece. Torsten offers the 
design for a new instrument or any sort of repair / restoration of 
your personal instrument. In this field he has a treasure trove of 
experience and even non-standard design ideas are welcome.

► www.preussguitars.de

© frank fickelscherer-fassl
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RayMOnD kRaUT gUITaRS

rAYmONd KrAUT
raymond kraut is a world renowned acoustic guitar builder 
focusing on creating the most optimally responsive guitars of 
today. his inlay work is aesthetically unique with the goal of 
inspiring the musician and intriguing the audience with one 
of a kind contemporary designs. ray believes there is a deep 
connection between music and art. It is important for the player 
to connect with the instrument visually, aurally and physically as 
each component equally influences the playing experience.

► www.krautguitars.com

UnITeD STaTeS

ReD LayeR gUITaRS

jOrT HeijeN
red layer Guitars is devoted to making unique, extended range 
guitars while still holding on to just one model: the juggernaut.

► www.redlayerguitars.com

neTHeRLanDS

RIkkeRS gUITaRS

jAccO STUiTje
+ ferdiNANd riKKerS
Both the Treeline and the hybridline are fine examples of what 
Dutch luthiers Ferdinand and jacco are making in the North 
of the Netherlands: outside-the-box design, ultra lightweight 
instruments with a profound respect to tradition and proven 
concepts. This year Ferdinand celebrates his 35th year of 
instrument making, many years doing what he loves the most: 
making great instruments for the best people one can befriend: 
musicians. We are proud to be asked again to the holy Grail Guitar 
Show 2018.

► www.rikkersguitars.com

neTHeRLanDS

RISCHke gUITaRS

NOrBerT riScHKe
rischke Guitars develop and build exclusive electric guitars for 
the discerning rock performer. Their passion is to build guitars 
with new, fresh designs to create a visual highlight on any stage, 
and to meet the highest demands in quality, sound, versatility 
and durability. each model is elaborately crafted by hand. They 
use only the best materials such as mammoth ivory, most finely 
figured Canadian maple and top-grade hardware. Pearlescent 
finishes lend their shining fascination to the bodies. The pickups, 
exclusively made for rischke Guitars, impress with a gripping, 
cutting tone that is hard to match.

► www.rischke-guitars.de

geRMany

RUOkangaS gUITaRS

jUHA rUOKANgAS
ruokangas Guitars was established in 1995 by luthier juha 
ruokangas. Today juha is one of the very few Finnish luthiers with 
a Master’s Degree in guitar making, and his guitars are regarded 
in various books, magazines and other independent sources as 
some of the finest in the world. juha is also a co-founder and the 
vice president of eGB, and the chairman of The Guild of Finnish 
luthiers.

► www.ruokangas.com

fInLanD

SaITenkRafT

UrS KUrATLe
Saitenkraft is located in Switzerland and builds guitars by hand. 
The main aim of Saitenkraft is to build the individual dream 
instrument for each musician. each guitar is one of a kind. The 
first draft of the jk was designed and built in 2004. 
Today the jk Mk II and jB Mk II are the flagship models of 
Saitenkraft. The custom shapes are the pride of the company, 
it was a long journey to develop them and to drive progress. 
urs stopped using tropical timber and uses exclusively swiss 
regional wood. experimenting with materials is an integral part 
of Saitenkraft.

► www.saitenkraft.ch

SWITzeRLanD

San LORenzO gUITaRS

SeBASTieN SANTiLLi
Impassioned by the art of lutherie and the guitar for more than 
twenty years, Sebastien founded San lorenzo Guitars in 2012. 
his fine custom lap steels and guitars are made of composite 
materials (carbon and natural fibers, woods, etc). except tunings 
and pickups handwounded by SP Custom, all parts are designed 
and shaped in his workshop in the south of France.

► www.sanlorenzoguitars.com

fRanCe

SCHönITz gITaRRen

jeNS ScHÖNiTz
each SChÖNITZ instrument is unique, tailored to individual 
specifications of each musician or collector. jens SChÖNITZ 
places great importance on the value of individual consulting, 
meticulous selection, and custom finishing in his own workshop. 
All SChÖNITZ instruments are handcrafted by using a variety 
of materials and types of wood, allowing for an almost infinite 
number of possibilities. It is challenging and intriguing to reach 
the right balance between acoustic and aesthetic properties.  
each piece of wood possesses its own unique character, making 
each instrument one of a kind this is a source of unending 
inspiration.

► www.schoenitz-gitarren.de

geRMany

© matti immonen

© niels Jansen (http://njfotografie.nl)

© 2017 rischke guitars
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SCHORR gUITaRS

NicOLAi ScHOrr
Nicolai Schorr builds experimental electric guitars and basses 
that focus on tonal and visual clarity. They are handmade in his 
shop in Berlin-Neukölln, using mostly domestic woods and non-
toxic finishes. 
With his background in fine arts, Schorr tackles many aspects of 
the construction and design of a guitar in a proprietary way. he 
utilizes all-external electronics and sliding pickup assemblies. 
his neck-to-body joint can be fully adjusted and disassembled 
without tools. The brushed body finishes create a matte and 
uniform, yet slightly structured and warm surface.

► www.schorrguitars.de

geRMany

SkC

STefAN HeSS
In 2018 Stefan hess celebrates the 10th anniversary of the 
relaunch of his Bogart basses and the 30th anniversary of his 
entry into the company SkC Graphite. For Stefan this was reason 
enough to revive the very first Bogart model, a tribute to the 
originals by leo F., but with the SkC-typical ingredients. At the 
holy Grail Guitar Show, these exceptional instruments will be 
shown for the first time at an exhibition. That is another good 
reason to come to Berlin!

► www.bogart-bass.de

geRMany

SkeRVeSen gUITaRS

jArOSłAW KONKOL
jarek konkol is the founder and owner of Skervesen Guitars. 
The story of the brand goes back to the 1980s and is inseparably 
connected to his life’s story. The first guitars were handcrafted 
from scratch in his basement. his determination for improvement 
led him to team up with the best guitar-producing company in 
Poland at the time, where he worked for 12 years. Since 2011 all 
his experience and love for guitars has transferred to everything 
he does at Skervesen Guitars.

► www.skervesen.eu

POLanD

SkyTOP gUITaRS

eric WeigeSHOff
eric Weigeshoff of Skytop Guitars crafts one-of-a-kind acoustic 
guitars and ukuleles in the shadow of the Shawangunk Mountains 
in upstate NY, uSA. eric describes his guitars as “Player-focused 
and intimate”… foregoing a traditional soundhole for two side 
soundports, the sound is directed up and towards the player’s ear. 
every note rings clearly, like having two personal stereo monitors. 
his guitars have been featured in Guitar Connoisseur Magazine, 
The Fretboard journal called one the “Showstopper” at the 
laConner Guitar Festival, and Nemanja rebic played his Skytop 
oM at the Guitarmasters World Fingerstyle Championships in 
Wroclaw, Poland in 2016.

► www.skytopguitars.com

UnITeD STaTeS

SLIWa gUITaRS

jAceK SLiWA
In 2012, jacek Śliwa established his luthier workshop in Gdańsk, 
Poland. his earlier experience as a musician and sound engineer, 
together with his passion for woodwork, inspired him to work 
with instruments - first repairs and later to build instruments. 
Searching for a mentor, he went to lukas Brunner in Switzerland. 
After an internship at lukas’ studio, he decided to build his own 
business in this field. 
jacek specializes in building acoustic, electric and bass guitars. 
every instrument produced in his workshop is hand-made, from 
carefully selected wood, with attention to the smallest detail. 
each instrument is unique.

► www.sliwaguitars.com

POLanD

SOnnTag gITaRRenBaU

STefAN SONNTAg
Sonntag Gitarrenbau has specialized in Archtop jazz Guitars since 
1998. Since then the workshop of Stefan Sonntag has produced 
over 300 guitars of that type. The models range from acoustic 
built archtops, which some customers play unamplified in big 
bands like in the good old times of Swing, to hollow electric 
models for solely amplified playing.  
every single guitar is built one at a time and exclusively by hand, 
using selected wood stored for at least five years. 
Sonntag archtops are played all over the world by leading jazz 
guitar players. From California to China, every customer can find 
his type of archtop guitar at the shop of Stefan Sonntag.

► www.sonntag-guitars.com

geRMany

SPaLT InSTRUMenTS

micHAeL SPALT
Michael Spalt’s GuITarT pieces represent the essence of the 
artisanal craft, where a simple tool becomes a unique piece 
of liveable art, never loosing sight of its essential quality as 
musical instrument. his most recent installation pieces have 
gained acclaim at NAMM. Michael will show you more of these 
outstanding guitars, in combination with new creations of the 
work he has become known for. Michael creates instruments of 
the highest standards, singular tools designed to please the ear 
and eye, to entice the musician to pick them up, and to enchant 
and inspire the player with their feel and tone.

► www.spaltinstruments.com

aUSTRIa

STankeVIčIUS gUITaRS

vAdim STANKeviciUS
Stankevicius guitars comes from the heart of Vilnius. As a 
professional gypsy jazz player Vadim has started to build his 
own modern-style manouche guitars. This came out of his wish 
to achieve the true sound with maximum playability and great 
aesthetics. he combines traditions with a modern approach, 
trying to make every guitar unique and special. Besides 
manouche guitars Vadim builds one-of-a-kind custom electric 
guitars and basses. Participating in the hGGS is going to be a 
unique experience and a new chapter in his luthier’s career.

► www.stankeviciusguitars.com

LITHUanIa
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STeVenS CUSTOM gUITaRS

WerNer KOzLiK
+ STefAN zirNBAUer
The company Stevens Custom Guitars was founded in 1993. It is 
specialized in developing and building acoustic instruments, such 
as steel string guitars, Irish bouzoukis, ukuleles and customized 
instruments. every guitar player has an individual profile of ideal 
sound, playability and visual features of an instrument. Stevens 
Custom Guitars tries to transpose all these ideas into the perfect 
instrument. It is possible to choose woods, neck width and 
shaping, and aesthetic features like bindings, inlays and finish.

► www.guitars.de

geRMany

STOLL gUITaRS

cHriSTiAN STOLL
In 2018 Stoll Guitars is celebrating its 35th anniversary. From the 
very first, Christian was aiming to realise his own ideas regarding 
body shape, bracing, overall appearance and sound. his product 
range extends from classical to steel string guitars, acoustic 
basses and ukuleles. Christian is innovative, unconventional and 
known to be keen to experiment and therefore always open for 
new ideas. This reflects in instruments such as “The legendary 
Acoustic Bass”, Steel string and classical guitars with fanned frets, 
a reversible double neck guitar, a bowable bass guitar and extras 
like side sound hole, extended cutaway, semi-fretted soundboard 
and more.

► www.stollguitars.de

geRMany

STOne WOLf gUITaRS

miKe PAYNe
Stone Wolf Guitars is a two-man company producing handmade 
high-end custom electric guitars. SWG specialises in using a 
combination of epoxy resins and wood, making guitars with 
a unique aesthetic and feel. SWG also offers customers a full 
custom build service, allowing them to tailor every detail of their 
build to their personal specifications.  
Stone Wolf Guitars’ luthier, Mike Payne, has been making guitars 
since 2011. he taught himself the craft and over the years has 
strived to consistently improve his workmanship and skills. his 
goal is to create guitars that are both beautiful and practical, 
hard-working tools for Musicians.

► www.stonewolfguitars.com

UnITeD kIngDOM

STRaDI

mAreK dABeK
Marek Dąbek is a Polish luthier, photographer and designer. 
he has been working under the pseudonym Stradi since 2002, 
developing electric upright basses, violins and bass guitars. The 
experience gained from the work on electic stringed instruments 
allowed him to look at basses and guitars from a completely new 
perspective. Marek creates instruments based on creativity, hard 
work and constant developement. The results of his work are 
guitars and basses with exceptional sound, ergonomics and a 
characteristic pure form connecting classical and modern worlds 
in both design and technology.

► www.stradi.pl

POLanD

SWanneLL gUITaRS

jAmie SWANNeLL
jamie believes that understanding the history and provenance 
of the timbers we use is an important consideration for a newly 
built custom, handcrafted guitar. That’s why he prefers to use only 
sustainable, locally sourced and reclaimed timbers. Swannell 
Guitars are created individually and to your specification, on a 
foundation of clean aesthetics, excellent tone and playability. 
Swannell guitars are made in Cambridge, uk.

► www.swannellguitars.co.uk

UnITeD kIngDOM

TagUa gUITaRS

LUiS ferrO
Tagua Guitars emerged from an unusual fusion of passion for 
music and engineering. This extraordinary cocktail of interests 
brewed in the mind of luis Ferro since he was just a kid, and 
transformed into a lifestyle as soon as he was able to make it so. 
By starting with just the power of sheer will and insatiable hunger 
for knowledge, luis was free of restrictions in finding his own way 
to make high-quality guitars from the best materials. each project 
is customized and unique, and as a result, Tagua Guitars creates 
instruments with truly exotic souls.

► www.taguaguitars.com

PanaMa

TaRan gUITaRS

rOrY dOWLiNg
rory Dowling, a luthier based in the beautiful east Neuk of 
Fife, Scotland, meticulously builds instruments for discerning 
players worldwide. rory has developed a reputation for building 
instruments that are truly personal and unique to his clients. 
“It starts with a good chat”, says Dowling. The relationship and 
understanding of the player’s needs along with an extraordinary 
knowledge of woods and the roles they play in tone production, 
alongside precise and innovative construction all combine to 
make an instrument that is individual for the player in every way, 
from tonal palette and response level to ergonomic comfort and 
aesthetics.

► www.taranguitars.co.uk

UnITeD kIngDOM

THOMaS gUITaRS

THOmAS OrgLer
+ NiKOLAUS eiLKeN
Thomas Guitars is a small Workshop located in Bolzanos. All 
their guitars are handmade one-at-a-time. This allows for great 
custom options and also guarantees the highest tonal quality as 
they select each neck, soundboard and back by weight and tone 
to ensure the components work harmoniously with one another. 
They use the best quality tone-woods as they cut spruce in the 
latemar forest in a three day window in the winter. They pay 
great attention to the phase of the moon, letting their woods 
naturally dry and season for years to guarantee the best tonal 
characteristics for each instrument.

► www.thomas-guitars.it

ITaLy

© cJ swannell 2017© cJ swannell 2017

© sean dooley
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THOMaS OCHS gITaRRenBaU

THOmAS OcHS
each instrument leaving the workshop of Thomas ochs reflects 
the quest for perfection, which also incites the musician to artistic 
peak performances. For Thomas it is of utmost importance 
to craft your instrument according to your individual needs 
and expectations. he strives to create an instrument you 
feel absolutely and completely comfortable with. Technical 
perfection, great attention to detail, and the finest nuances in 
sound design characterize his guitars. 
located near the world heritage city Bamberg in southern 
Germany, Thomas builds truly customized instruments from 
meticulously selected materials with a special focus on non-
tropical woods and sustainability.

► www.ochs-gitarrenbau.de

geRMany

TLL gUITaRS

TOBiAS LUNd LiNdBerg
Tll Guitars is a one man shop located in Stockholm, Sweden run 
by luthier Tobias lund lindberg. 
Tobias strives to build state-of-the-art electric and archtop 
guitars with great tone and playability. he draws inspiration both 
sonically and aesthetically from the great builders of the past and 
what he believes to be the the future. his designs are very clean 
and you can see elements of classic Scandinavian furniture design 
as well as art deco inspired patterns.

► www.tllguitars.com

SWeDen

TOM SanDS gUITaRS

TOm SANdS
Tom Sands builds some of the most responsive custom acoustic 
guitars available in the world today in his studio in North 
Yorkshire, england. 
With a background in Industrial Design and award-winning 
luxury furniture making, Tom studied the art of fine lutherie as an 
apprentice to Master ervin Somogyi in oakland, California. 
he is a Q.e.S.T scholar and graduate of the prestigious Glasgow 
School of Art, Scotland.

► www.tomsandsguitars.com

UnITeD kIngDOM

TSOPeLaS HanDMaDe gUITaRS

KONSTANTiN TSOPeLAS
luthier konstantin Tsopelas established his own workshop 
17 years ago. he lives and works in Athens, Greece. he mainly 
concentrates on building old-style guitars which are improved 
versions of models of guitars made at the beginning of the 
century, used in blues, jazz and many types of traditional music 
as well as high standard modern acoustic guitars, but he also 
builds instruments native to his country like the Bouzouki. his 
continuous search for higher quality has put him among the top 
musicians’ choice for recordings and live performances.

► www.tsopelas.com

gReeCe

TULI BaSSeS

ArON BAcH
The combination of technology and nature is at the core of what 
makes TulI Basses special. Innovative electronics systems 
dressed in stunning thermo-treated arctic birch make up the 
player-focused platform developed by bassist and luthier Aron 
Bach. Finland is known for its old world wood industry and new 
world technology. TulI, the Finnish word for fire, has melded 
these worlds together in a meticulously handcrafted instrument 
that displays the best of both. All of this points toward providing 
an instrument whose aesthetics and playability bring out the best 
in the player by expanding expectations of what is technically 
possible.

► www.tulibasses.com

fInLanD

TURnSTOne gUITaR COMPany

rOSie HeYdeNrYcH
Turnstone Guitar Company is based in Surrey, england. Founded 
by luthier rosie heydenrych, it is a single luthier workshop 
handcrafting customised fine steel string acoustic guitars.

► www.turnstoneguitar.co.uk

UnITeD kIngDOM

TV JOneS

THOmAS v. jONeS
Thomas V. jones has been handcrafting guitars and basses since 
the early 1990’s, and is celebrating his 25th anniversary this year. 
In addition to guitars and basses, Thomas “TV” jones is know 
through the world for his handmade pickups for guitars and 
basses. With clients such as Brian Setzer, joe Perry, Billy Gibbons, 
john Fogerty, and Michael Anthony, among many others, jones 
has also consulted and designed instruments and pickups for 
firms such as Gretsch, Bigsby, and Cort.

► www.tvjones.com

UnITeD STaTeS

ULRICH TeUffeL

ULricH TeUffeL
ulrich Teuffel established his company in 1988. In 1995 he came 
out with a line of conceptional instruments such as the birdfish, 
tesla and niwa and antonio. Despite their modern appearance 
these guitars always follow the construction principle of leo 
Fender, ulrich’s idol. his instruments do their job in several 
museums as well as in the hands of Artists such as David Torn, 
kirk hammett, Bill Gibbons or hans Zimmer.

► www.teuffel.com

geRMany
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VanDeRMeIJ gUITaRS

KOeN vAN der meij
koen van der Meij founded VanderMeij Guitars in 2013 after 
years of playing guitar and graduating in woodworking and 
furniture making. Since 2015, he has crafted his instruments in 
his workshop in Amsterdam. With VanderMeij Guitars, he aims 
to create perfection in looks, tone and playability to provide 
the modern guitarist with the best. The VanderMeij Magistra is 
popular mostly among heavy metal players and koen specializes 
in multi-scale and extended range guitars including 6, 7 and 
8-string guitars. koen works closely with professional touring 
guitarists to improve every aspect of his guitars.

► www.vandermeijguitars.com

neTHeRLanDS

VeRSOUL

KAri NiemiNeN
exquisitely designed and hand crafted instruments with soul 
by kari Nieminen. The powerful distillation of four decades of 
studying, building and natural artistry, honed to the finest cutting 
edge. Iconic rock stars, jazz players, classical musicians and 
collectors all agree: Versoul guitars, basses and amplifiers are 
among the finest instruments ever created. 
Versoul customers include artists like ronnie Wood, Pete 
Townshend & roger Daltrey, Billy F Gibbons & Dusty hill andkenny 
Burrell.

► www.versoul.com

© Joel nieminen

fInLanD

VICe gUITaRS

vice BreKALO
Vice Guitars is located in Munich, Germany. The founder of Vice 
Guitars, Vice Brekalo, is a professional designer and a guitar 
addict. Vice Guitars’ original designs are always unique and 
sometimes radical. They are going beyond the boundaries with 
the use of a variety of materials like wood, metal, aluminium and 
carbon to deliver the best playability, tone and ergonomics.

► www.vice-guitars.de

geRMany

VILHeLM engSTRöM gUITaRS

viLHeLm eNgSTrÖm
Captivated by the sounds of delta blues artists, Vilhelm engström 
built his first metal bodied resonator guitar in 1999. Ten years 
later he decided to bring his guitar building to a professional 
level and studied luthiery in Stockholm, gaining a bachelor’s 
degree. Today he creates his own guitar models, both wood 
and metal, in a small shop in Stockholm. he focuses on building 
his own models, including fine ladder Braced flat top guitars 
and exclusively designed metal bodied resonator guitars of the 
highest quality. his high-end metalwork features tig-welded 
joints and various chemically obtained finishes, giving each 
instrument its unique appearance.

► www.veguitars.com

SWeDen

VUORenSakU gUITaRS

SAKU vUOri
Vuorensaku Guitars is a one-man guitar workshop from 
jyväskylä, Finland, established in 2008. The custom collection 
he builds is called The T.Family. The passion for reliced and aged 
designs has been inspired by Finnish houses and furniture of 
1950’s and other styles of that era. The basic idea of the collection 
is to offer the coolest and most legendary features in the world of 
guitars and basses. each instrument is unique and made to order.

► www.vuorensaku.fi

fInLanD

WILM STöTzeL gITaRRen

WiLm STÖTzeL
To find an inspiring match between player and instrument one 
can’t expect to walk a straight line. It is an ongoing search to find 
out what the player is longing for. It is Wilm’s desire to create this 
guitar – an instrument that you simply can’t put down, a sensitive 
yet reliable tool, making you want to play. Stötzel Guitars are 
responsive and rich in overtones while still having a strong 
sonorous bass. In his workshop in Freiburg, Wilm builds steel 
string guitars catering to your individual wishes. Instruments with 
an aesthetic line both hands and eyes never tire of touching.

► www.stoetzel-guitars.com

geRMany

WReCk gUITaRS

dANijeL KOPjAr
Wreck Guitars is a small custom guitar and bass shop that has 
a slightly different perspective on building instruments and 
exploring sound - a different vision of sound. just like in music, 
it is the difference that makes it interesting. Wreck Guitars is 
chasing a new kind of approach to luthierie. A kind of modern 
sound with an acoustic touch that doesn’t affect the basic guitar 
soung much. The pyramid system that they build in every guitar is 
almost unique in modern instrument building. And that difference 
is a step up to new possibilities of sound exploration and music 
making.

► www.wreckguitars.hr

CROaTIa

zeaL gUITaRS

BASTiAN KANBAcH
+ OLiver reicH
zeal[zi:l] SuBST~Fervor;enthusiasm 
The four letters in their company logo thus become the credo 
in their work. enthusiam and passion for the guitar as a whole 
and the material wood. Their instruments are individual pieces 
which are completely handcrafted from a wide range of carefully 
selected materials and finely seasoned tonewoods. 
The workshop of Bastian and oliver is situated in kaiserslautern, 
southwest Germany, in the heart of the palatine forest. Not more 
than 20-30 instruments leave their workshop each year, which are 
played by the skillful hands of guitar players all over the world.

► www.zeal-guitars.com

geRMany

© Joel nieminen
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The European Guitar Builders e.V. is an international alliance
formed by professional independent European luthiers.

We are all individual professional builders who work in the traditional format - handcrafted instruments, 
created with individual attention for the client/musician, with a focus on quality and enduring value. We 
are dedicated to the development of resources, knowledge and contacts among guitar builders across 
europe, and to the creation of a community network. We want to preserve and innovate the art and craft 
of guitar building in europe as a vital part of our musical culture in partnership with the musician, as we 
strive to nurture and advance our musical heritage. 

The holy Grail Guitar Show is the public highlight of the eGB’s activities. It is intended as a congenial 
meeting place for the builder and the player, a showcase of what the craft has to offer. With this Show 
we also want to foster a better understanding of what makes the hand-built guitar special, and why the 
cultural and social contribution of the artisan builder are valuable elements of our society. 

www.europeanguitarbuilders.com

ThE EGB

honorary MEMBErs
It is no small feat to successfully sustain a lutherie business for decades, while pushing the craft forward by innovating, teaching 
and writing - this should be recognized and also serve as inspiration for all of us. on the occasion of this 4th holy Grail Guitar Show 
and 5th eGB Symposium we are therefore proud to induct two long-time luthiers and very special people as honorary members 
to the eGB, based on their life’s work and accomplishments as guitar makers. 

here’s to the two Chris(tians), Chris larkin and Christian Stoll! May your work continue to give you satisfaction and pleasure and 
may you continue to grace the world with your instruments!

Christian started to learn about guitar making at the hopf factory 
back in 1978. It was not an easy experience, which might have 
scared less persistent people off - at the time apprentices were 
treated not much better than slave labor on the factory floor. 
But he eventually managed to receive his master’s certificate 
and in 1983 he opened his own business. Starting small and 
slowly expanding over the years, he decided to focus on acoustic 
instruments. Developing his own bracing, working on acoustic 
bass models, and designing lightweight steel string guitars, 
Christian has established himself as unique and innovative 
builder, all the while training apprentices and writing articles on 
various guitar-related topics for a major German magazine. he 
has also been involved in helping with the eGB, and is a successful 
marathon runner!

ChrISTIAN SToll

ChrIS lArkIN
With no woodworking experience Chris built his first solid body 
guitar in 1977. he used it playing in a band for a year when 
somebody asked to buy it after a gig. So he made another which 
sold in a similar way… and another. And so on until by 1983 by 
which time he was fully involved with woodworking (guitars/
furniture 50:50) and decided he had to look for a bigger market 
for the guitars and dropped the furniture making which had 
subsidised the guitar making. he began at a time when there was 
very little information on guitar making available, very few people 
you could ask and definitely no internet. This meant he had to 
figure out everything for himself by trial and error. While this is a 
slow way of learning it does instil both an originality in the way 
one works and a great depth of understanding.

Chris makes guitar family instruments from solid body to archtop 
jazzers, everything in between and beyond! Almost everything is 
hand-made to order. To date almost 800 instruments have been 
made by him and sold all over the world.

Chris has always approached his work in an ethical way and from the start tried to use 
local Irish woods where possible - long before The local Wood Challenge was thought of! 
In 2014 he became involved in the leonardo Guitar research Project in which research was 
conducted into the use of non-tropical woods in guitar making, a subject close to his heart. 
he threw himself into this with great enthusiasm and dedication, and as part of this project 
gave unforgettable work experience to young lutherie students.

eGB members at the Symposium 2017
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CoMMuniTy Build
What happens when a bunch of luthiers embark on a communal project? how do several 
craftspeople used to each working alone in their workshop on their guitars take to 
sharing the work on one instrument? What will the result of such a collaboration be like?

To find out we started a new project at the 2017 EGB symposium. As part 
of the eGB’s networking and community building mission, the Community 
Build Project gathered three groups of luthiers, each of which was charged 
with building an instrument for one of the three musicians participating in this 
project. An acoustic, an electric, and a bass guitar would be tailor-made for 
the young female artists, who would then present the results of this project at 
The holy Grail Guitar show 2018.

During the Symposium the musicians and the luthiers met, 
explored possibilities and options, and settled on a design for 
the instruments. From there the work progressed through 
the various workshops across europe, travelling from luthier 
to luthier, as each worked on a stage of the instrument’s 
completion. 

This journey is documented and illustrated, recounting the ups 
and downs of how the collaboration worked out on the website 
and facebook page:
www.europeanguitarbuilders.com/cb-projects 
www.facebook.com/egbcommunitybuild

The finished instruments will be presented to the public by jacky 
Bastek, julia hofer and elena Todorova with performances 
during the hGGS.

7170



LUTHIeR TeaMS:

BaSS:

hANS GeerDINk (The NeTherlANDS)
ANDreAS NeuBAuer (AuSTrIA) 
FerDINAND rIkkerS (The NeTherlANDS) 
ulrICh TeuFFel (GerMANY) 
DIeGo VIlA (SPAIN)

SuPPorT: olAV FreY (GerMANY)

eLeCTRIC gUITaR:

SeTh BACCuS (uk) 
MArTIN eBNer (AuSTrIA) 
GIulIo NeGrINI (SWITZerlAND) 
FrANCISCo roDrIGueZ (SPAIN) 
juhA ruokANGAS (FINlAND) 
jACCo STuITje (The NeTherlANDS) 
AND GuITAr BuIlDING STuDeNT 
TAMArA koller (AuSTrIA)
SuPPorTeD BY: 
roBerTo CArDI (FrANCe)

aCOUSTIC gUITaR:

roSIe heYDeNrYCh (uk) 
ChrISTIAN jABloNSkI (AuSTrIA) 
ADrIAN luCAS (uk) 
ANDY MANSoN (PorTuGAl) 
ADrIANo SerGIo (PorTuGAl) 
ChrISTIAN SToll (GerMANY) 
jACkY WAlrAeT (BelGIuM)

sPECial PrEsEnTaTion with luthiers and players
sunday, may 6 between 9:00 and 11:00 tOgether with the lOcal wOOd challenge

DeMO COnCeRTS

Saturday, May 5: 
room C4 • 14:00: julia hofer (Bass)
room C4 • 15:30: elena Todorova (electric Guitar)
room lyon• 18:00: jacky Bastek (Acoustic Guitar)

Sunday, May 6: 
room C4 • 15:30: 
All three musicians playing together

JULIa HOfeR eLena TODOROVa JaCky BaSTek
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Among the great number of guitar makers today there are relatively few female luthiers. Making guitars seems to be a 
predominantly male domain. or is it? 

If one thinks about a guitar hero or star, it is mostly men we think of, and the same goes for guitar makers. But a recent 
survey found that 50% of new guitars purchased today are bought by women. There is an exploding online community 
of female players, and increasing numbers of women are becoming interested in lutherie as well. We’ve taken this as a 
cue to highlight a presence which is not generally acknowledged or represented well. 

john Thomas became fascinated with the history of the so-called ‘Gibson Banner’ guitars produced during the 2nd 
World War when most men were off fighting overseas and women took their place at the workbench. The unique sound 
of these guitars, and the fact that there seemed to be distinct differences in construction versus the pre-war and the 
after-war Gibsons piqued his curiosity, and he decided to visit kalamazoo, to see if he could speak to some of the people 
working at Gibson during that time. his journey revealed a past that is still shrouded in some controversy - he spoke to 
some of the women who actually worked on the ‘Banner’ guitars and documented the war-time production of these 
guitars, made by women, as the men were off to fight a war. 

We decided that this would be an excellent fit for the EGB historical Project this year, as we highlight the role of 
women both in the making and the playing of guitars.

EGB HiSToriCaL ProjECT PreSeNTATIoN:
“ThE KalaMazoo Gals”

“It was the worst of times and, well, really just the worst 
of times. just before the holidays, we had suffered a 
devastating attack on our shores. evil incarnate was 
swallowing europe. But, life went on and a purveyor of 
musical instruments, certainly the most frivolous of goods 
at this point in history, decided to embrace the future and 
produce a whole new line of guitars. It was a moment in 
history when superlatives trivialized our ultimate goal 
simply to survive. So, the manufacturer, the Gibson Guitar 
Company of kalamazoo, Michigan, adopted a modest 
slogan that trumpeted the “good enough.” 

Given Wartime raw materials restrictions, Gibson had to 
resort to improvisation, the scrap heap, and a “nearly 
all” female workforce. But, the company swallowed its 
pride, whined in private about the burden of the gender 
of its crew, and denied in public that it was doing what 
it must do both to survive the cataclysmic challenge of 
the times and to try to maintain 
its reputation as a maker of fine 
musical instruments. So, while 
the company commissioned 
advertising art promising that it 
would await the return of “the 
boys” before producing another 
instrument, it reluctantly and 
perhaps under the cover of darkness shipped out some 
10,000 girl-made guitars. It graced the headstock of 
each of those guitars with a small, golden, silkscreened 
banner emblazoned with “only a Gibson is Good enough.” 
When those boys did return home to retake most of the 
jobs held by women, good enough apparently became 
insufficient and the banner disappeared.”

john’s book uncovers the story that Gibson itself denied 
for decades and continues to deny to this day.

Kalamazoo Gals: a story of Extraordinary Women 
and Gibson’s ‘Banner’ Guitars of WWii (American 
history Press, 2013), a book by john Thomas.

ThE KalaMazoo Gals 
lecture with JOhn thOmas
saturday 14:00 - 14:50
rOOm strassburg

GuitarConnoisseur.com
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A beautiful new reading experience on iPhones, 

iPads, Android phones and tablets! 75



For all lovers of books about the guitar

once a rare commodity, the number of books about guitars and 
guitar making has increased significantly over the past few years. 
Today we are graced with a large and varied selection of wonderful 
books about luthiers, guitar brands, guitar history, building 
techniques, as well as all sorts of other guitar-related topics. 

This year you will again find a variety of books on offer, which 
we have assembled in cooperation with the German bookseller 
Medium. 

Browse and enjoy!

ThE EGB BooK CluB TaBlE

2018 BooK rEviEWs

yeahbooks.de
Medium Music Books

rosenstraße 5/6
D - 48143 Münster
Deutschland/Germany

Phone: +49 (0)251 8993711
www.yeahbooks.de

The guitar has been and still is a popular 
instrument. Much has been said about its history, 
its making or its playing. This book actually 
presents all that wouldn’t fit into any of these 
3 categories. It displays guitar curiosities and 
unknown facts and artifacts from the 19th and the 
20th centuries, on a humoristic tone but always 
supported by historical references. The author, 
Dr. Stefan hackl is also known as the author of 

numerous publications and two reference books 
on the Viennese guitar. To remain in the guitar field, 
“Guitaromanie” is a pleasant fantasy, sadly only 
to be enjoyed in German. But what better place to 
learn Goethe’s language other than Berlin’s holy 
Grail Guitar Show?

Review by Simon Burgun

This book is a guided tour from the idea of an 
instrument (guitar and/or bass) you may have in 
your mind to the final shape you want it to have just 
before getting down to cutting wood. That’s what 
makes it original, this is not a woodworking recipe 
for building your own guitar.
The guidelines to the design are based on the 3 
basic characteristics an instrument should meet: 
beauty, playability and sound.
The contents are organized in chapters, each has 
what lospennato classifies as “the basics” and “in 

depth” so you can decide whether to get additional 
information or not. At the end of the chapter you 
find a checklist that is useful for the reader not to 
miss anything while drafting the instrument.
The book is an easy and fast read. lospennato’s 
approach is direct and didactic, and you do not get 
bored. Though it may be more oriented towards 
a beginner luthier, but if you have a few hours to 
spare, it’s a good reading for anyone.

Review by Salvador Soriano

ISBN 978-3200044845

ISBN 978-3-00-029642-0

GuiTaroManiE

ElECTriC GuiTar & Bass dEsiGn

hackl, stefan

lOspennatO, leOnardO

 ISBN 978-0-9830827-8-1

KalaMazoo Gals
thOmas, JOhn

Intrigued by a photograph of a large number of 
women sitting outside the Gibson guitar factory 
in the mid 40s, john Thomas sets out on an 
exploration. The company had always claimed it 
didn’t build any guitars during World War II. upon 
investigation it turns out the there are thousands 
of ‘Banner’ Gibsons that were produced during 
the war years and that these were largely made by 
women. john Thomas tracks down and interviews 
some of these women, visits the old Gibson factory 

and pores over the Gibson production ledgers to 
uncover a fascinating story of life in the factory 
during wartime when there were few skilled 
craftsmen around and materials were scarce and 
restricted. in spite of this the “kalamazoo Gals” 
managed to make what many consider to be some 
of the finest-sounding Gibson acoustics that the 
company ever made.

Review by Adrian Lucas

© 2015 amanda dickey

as a special treat authOr John ThoMas
Will inTroduCE his BooK “KalaMazoo Gals” 
aBouT ThE War TiME ‘BannEr GiBsons’, 
and have a bOOk signing fOllOwing his 
presentatiOn On saturday at 14:00.

The eGB Book Club is the place to find out about, recommend, 
review and discuss books relating to lutherie and the guitar.

You can visit the eGB Book Club at:
www.europeanguitarbuilders.com/book-club
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Strasbourg is a place for many people 
of Turkish origin and incidentally a 
paradise for döner kebab lovers. Falafels 
are a nice and vegetarian friendly 
alternative often offered in kebab shops.
Discovering Bernard’s recipe has 
definitely been a turning point in my 
experience of home making of falafels. 
i like to spread this recipe.

The illustration was made by a another 
falafel addict, Lucie Deroin, who is my 
neighbour and an illustrator for children 
books here in Strasbourg : 
http://luciederoin.ultra-book.com

Directions:
1. Go fishing and catch two trouts (or go to your local pub, stay there for 3 hours, 
buy the trout and tell everyone you caught them).
2. Soak cedar tops in apple cider for at least 1 hour, for example in a plastic bag or a 
baking dish.
3. Preheat your grill (temperature: 160°- 180°C)
4. Preheat the cedar tops on the grill for about 5 minutes until they get some colour.
5. Flip the cedar tops and place two trout fillets on each. (skin side facing 
downwards)
6. Season the fillets with salt and pepper and place the sage leaves and some lemon 
slices on them.
7. Close the lid of the grill and roast the fish for about 20 minutes.

Directions:
let the chickpeas (or broad beans) soak 
for 24 hours in cold water. Don’t ever try 
this recipe with canned peas!
24 hours later: drain the chickpeas 
and wipe them in a towel so that they 
remain dry. important as too much 
water will lead to total failure of the 
falafels.
Mix the peas in a blender or meat 
grinder until they form a sticky dough.
Add the spices: ground coriander seeds, 
sesame seeds, cumin, chilli peppers, 
salt, bicarbonate.
Finely mince the parsley and the fresh 
coriander, the garlic and the onion. 
If you clean the herbs, once again, dry 
them in a towel.
Add to the dough.
Salt and pepper.

With a table spoon, or bare hands, form 
flat balls and fry them in hot oil, until 
they turn golden brown.
let cool on an absorbing paper.

You may also bake them in the oven 
(less fat). A last tip is to make many 
of them, dispose on a steel plate and 
freeze them. once frozen, the falafels 
can be stored in a lockbag. A little 
hunger? just grab a few of them and 
drop them all frozen in a frying pan 
with a bit of olive oil. They’ll be crispy 
outside and soft inside, perfect!

Ingredients (for 2 persons):
• 2 trouts – 300gr each or easier 4 trout fillets – 
150gr. each
• 2 cedar tops (or cedar planks) – 30 x 15 x 1 cm 
AA-grade (AAA if you want to impress your girl- 
or boyfriend)
• 4 bottles dry apple cider (two for the trout, 
two for you)
• 1 lemon
• A handful of fresh sage leaves
• Salt & pepper

Ingredients:
• 500g dry chick peas or broad beans
• 6 cloves of garlic
• ½ bunch of flat-leaved parsley 
• ½ bunch of fresh corander
• ½ onion
• 1 teaspoon of bicarbonate of soda 
• 1 tablespoon of sesame seeds
• 2 teaspoons of ground coriander seeds
• 2 teaspoons of ground cumin seeds
• ½ teaspoon of ground red hot chili pepper
• salt, pepper

ThE luThiEr’s CooK BooK

Trout on cedar top
bastian Ortner • stOll guitars (germany)

Falafels
Originally published by bernard laurance 
On lacuisinedebernard.cOm
simOn burgun • burgun guitares (france)

Directions:
1. Preheat oven to 350˚F (180˚C).
2. In a large frying pan, heat 2 tablespoons 
(30 ml) oil. Brown mushrooms and 
onions for 5 to 10 minutes.
3. Add garlic, allspice, soy sauce, maple 
syrup, and tomato paste. Season with 
salt and pepper. Continue cooking for 2 
minutes.
4. Stir in coconut milk, mix well and Cook 
uNTIl The SAuCe ThICkeNS, about 10 to 
15 minutes.
5. on a lightly floured surface, using 3 
tablespoons (45 ml) oil, lightly brush 
one sheet of phyllo with oil. Cover with 

a second sheet and brush lightly with oil 
again. repeat for all 4 layers of phyllo.
6. Place prepared phyllo sheets in 9x5 in. 
(23x13 cm) bread pan, making sure one 
side overlaps (allowing you to fold it over 
once mixture has been added).
7. Pour mushroom mixture over phyllo 
and garnish with spinach leaves.
8. Fold phyllo dough over and lightly 
brush with oil.
9. Bake for 30 minutes, or until golden 
brown.

Totally delicious!

Ingredients (for 2 portions):
• 2 tablespoons + 3 tablespoons olive oil
• 4 cups white mushrooms (700g)
• 2 garlic cloves, minced
• 2 tablespoons soy sauce
•  1-2 spoons of maple syrup (we used 

honey)
• 2 tablespoons tomato paste
•  1 can coconut milk (400ml - full fat, not 

light) 
Note: Canned coconut milk should contain only 
coconut or sometimes a thickening agent like 
guar gum but no sugar or anything else added

• salt and peper to taste
• 4 sheets phyllo pastry
• 4 cups baby spinach

veggie Mushroom Pie
syra and chris larkin • chris larkin custOm guitars (ireland)

There are many things in the world that delight the senses and 
nourish our souls. Music is one of them. As luthiers we are deeply 
involved in the daily quest of creating instruments of superb tone 
and silky playability, always aiming to refine and deepen the 
musical experience for the player and the listener. 

There is an alchemy at work here - cooking up the hide glue, mixing 
shellac, combining exquisite recipes of various woods, creating 
instruments that yield rich harmonious tactile and auditory 
pleasure for the ear and the eye, that feel good to the touch. 
Well, what about the tongue, the belly? We should not forget that 
nourishing the soul also means nourishing the body.

So, while we do have many books covering recipes for rabbit or fish 
glue, or for the proper mixture of shellac flakes and alcohol, one 
thing has been missing - along with the glue pot simmering away, 
many luthiers have other pots and pans sitting on the stove, so 
that when they take a break from work they can restore their vigor 
and their energy, and get ready to tackle the next project. That’s 
why we’ve decided to start this project and collect favorite recipes 
by luthiers (leaving out the fish glue).
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Directions: 
1) Take one moose. Chop off the legs. 
Make absolutely sure the moose is dead 
before you start sawing its legs off! Give 
the rest of the moose to someone who 
knows what to do with it.
2) Saw off the joints. Make sure your 
cauldron is big enough to fit the bones 
in. If not, chop the bones smaller so 
they’ll fit.
3) Wait until it’s full moon. Put on your 
wolf skin and paint primitive patterns to 
your face using the piece of charcoal.
4) Set up your tripod and hang the 
cauldron into it with the chain. Throw 
the bones into the cauldron and fill 
enough water to cover them. Throw in 
some sodium bicarbonate to loosen 
the soft tissues from the bones quicker. 
Stack the firewood under the cauldron 
and start the fire.
5) While simmering, take your shaman 
drum and start playing magical rhythms 
to release the spirit of the moose from 
the bones.
6) have a beer.
7) have another beer… or two. Wine 
works as well. Mead is even more 
powerful!
8) eventually, when you see the moose 
spirit rising from the soup, show your 

gratitude to it by playing your heart out 
with the drum. You can further enhance 
the mojo of the bones by chanting in 
ancient nordic tongue. If you don’t know 
how to chant in ancient nordic tongue, 
try high pitched howling to the moon. 
9) For optimal results, continue boiling 
the bones, banging the drum, drinking 
beer and chanting for 6-8 hours 
continuously. 
10) The soup is ready when all the soft 
tissue (bone marrow, gristle, etc) has 
loosened and the bones look nice and 
clean. 
11) let the bones season for a few 
months before making guitar parts out 
of them. 

DISClAIMer: The author of this recipe can not 
be held liable for an injury or death resulting 
from making this soup. Do not eat the bones. 
Do not attempt to do this indoors. Do not 
drink alcohol and play with fire without sober 
adult supervision. Beware of the boiling 
water - it is hot. No alive or dead moose were 
harmed when writing this recipe. 

Gluten free, dairy free, non-vegan 
We get sometimes inquiries from other 
luthiers about this exotic nut material we use 
in our instruments. here is finally a recipe so 
you can make your own moose nut bones!

Ingredients:
•  moose legs (typically they come in batches 

of 4)
• sodium bicarbonate (½ - 1 cup)
• water (a lot)
• beer (a lot) 

equipment needed: 
• a big kettle or cauldron
• a tripod for the cauldron
•  a link chain to hang the cauldron to the 

tripod
•  a big scoop made of thermo treated arctic 

birch
•  a shaman drum with mystical nordic symbols 

painted with blood on drumhead made of 
reindeer skin

• a wolfskin
•  firewood, preferably alder from eastern 

Finland
• a piece of charcoal 

“Moose shinbone soup”
À la Juha ruOkangas (finland)

Directions:
- In a small sauce pan melt the butter together 
with half of the olive oil
- Finely chop the onion and garlic then 
simmerthem over low heat for about 10 
minutes till translucent. 
- Add salt, pine nuts and 5 or so finely chopped 
basil leaves and simmer for another 5 minutes 
- open the cans of Pomodoro and drain off the 
excess juices. Add them to the pan and break 
the tomatoes up with a wooden spoon. Add 
the spoon of sugar and combine well. Cook for 
another five minutes and remove from heat. 
- In a large pot bring water to a rolling boil 
and add a spoonful of salt and a dash of olive 
oil. Boil the Tagliatelle till al dente or just soft 
enough to easily cut with a fork. 

- Without straining the Tagliatelle, use tongs 
to transfer the wet pasta directly in to the 
saucepan. Stir in a bit more olive oil, chilli 
flakes and a large handful of fresh basil. 
- Carefully plate the pasta and squirt the Salsa 
di Balsamico reduction over the top. 
- Garnish with copious amounts of finely 
grated Parmesan Grandano and a bit more 
fresh basil. 

Fellow luthier Christian jablonski and i had dinner at the 
Bräuhaus in Hallstatt. He recommended the pasta dish insisting 
that it was the best pasta he’d ever had. i ordered it, and found 
that statement to be entirely true. i inquired about the recipe 
but did not get a favorable response. as i enjoy cooking, i set out 
to replicate the dish. it took a few attempts, but i believe i was 
successful!

Ingredients (4 servings):
• 500g Fresh Tagliatelle 
• 2 cans Pulpo di Pomodoro 
•  ¼ cup extra virgin olive oil, 

plus more for finishing
• 50g butter
• 3 cloves garlic
• 1 finely chopped onion
• 100g pine nuts
• 1 pinch crushed red pepper flake
• A small basil plant
• Salsa di Balsamico reduction 
• Fine sea salt, to taste
• A spoon of sugar
• Parmesan Grandano

Pasta al Bräuhaus
arOn bach • tuli basses (finland)

Directions:
1. Mix the strawberries and sugar in a bowl, cover it, and leave for 90 minutes, 
mixing it with a spoon every 15-20 min. The strawberries will start to release 
juice, and that’s a good sign! 
2. Put the strawberries (with the released juice), yoghurt and lime juice into a 
blender and mix for 30 seconds
3. Add the vodka (this is optional, as it simply helps prevent the mix from 
freezing super hard)
4. Chill the mix thoroughly for 4-5 hours in the fridge, and churn in an ice cream 
maker. 
5. In case there’s no ice cream maker, put the mix in the freezer, and every 30-45 
min take it out and whisk thoroughly for 2 minutes. Do this 3-4 times and let it 
set until firm. enjoy!

There’s nothing yummier than fresh strawberries in season :)
and it helps that my 4 year old son is a fan!

strawberry Frozen yoghurt
dave lebOwitz
karan singh • bigfOOt guitars (india)

Ingredients:
• 500gm fresh strawberries, chopped and hulled
• ½ cup sugar (or ⅓ cup honey, or 2 bananas)
• 1 cup greek yoghurt 
• 1 teaspoon fresh lime juice
• 1 tbsp vodka
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adrian luCas
a.J. LUCaS LUTHIeR
uNITeD kINGDoM
www.lucasguitars.co.uk

alan CrinGEan
aC gUITaRS
uNITeD kINGDoM
www.acguitars.co.uk

Fulvio CaPPElli
aCOUSTIC LIUTeRIa
ITAlY
www.acousticliuteria.com

niKola adaMoviC
aDaMOVIC
NeTherlANDS
www.adamovic.nl

Toni Fayos JovEr
afJ CUSTOM gUITaRS
SPAIN
www.afjguitars.com

ari-JuKKa “a-J” 
luoMaranTa
aJL gUITaRS
FINlAND
www.ajl-guitars.com/

andy Manson
anDy ManSOn CUSTOM 
gUITaRS PorTuGAl
www.andymanson.com
* HONORARY MEMBER

ari-PEKKa “a-P” 
PaasonEn
aP PaaSOnen (JaSeSOI)
FINlAND
www.jasesoi.fi

KEvin araM
aRaM gUITaRS
uNITeD kINGDoM
www.aramguitars.co.uk

ralPh BonTE
aRRenBIegUITaRS
BelGIuM
www.arrenbieguitars.be

TEd asTrand
ÅSTRanD gUITaRS 
(COSMOLOgy aB)
SWeDeN
www.astrandguitars.com

JaCKy WalraET
aTeLIeR JaCky WaLRaeT, 
LUTHIeR
BelGIuM
www.jacky-walraet.be

JohannEs auly
aULy gUITaRS
AuSTrIA
www.aulyguitars.wordpress.com

daniEl CaBEzas
BaCCe CUSTOM gUITaRS 
& BaSSeS
SPAIN
www.bacceguitars.com

rudolF BaChMann
BaCHMann gUITaRS 
& TOneWOOD
ITAlY
www.bachmann-guitars.com

MaTTias MEyEr
BaSSaRT
GerMANY
www.bassartguitars.de

rüdiGEr ziEsEMann
BaSSLIne BaSSeS
GerMANY
www.bassline-bass.de

Paolo lardEra
BLaCkBeaRD gUITaRS
ITAlY
www.chitarrebarbanera.it

MarCo PonTillo
BO-One gUITaRS
ITAlY
www.bo-one.it

luKas BrunnEr
BRUnneR gUITaRS
SWITZerlAND
www.brunner-guitars.com

Corrado CarPinTEri
CaRPInTeRI gUITaRS
ITAlY
www.carpinteriguitars.com

GErard ChaTEliEr
CHaTeLIeR fReReS
FrANCe
www.chatelierfreres.com

Chris larKin
CHRIS LaRkIn CUSTOM 
gUITaRS
IrelAND
www.chrislarkinguitars.com

alExandEr Claas
CLaaS gUITaRS
GerMANY
www.claasguitars.com

We are pleased to present here the eGB yearbook - a complete listing of our growing
membership of luthiers from across the european guitar maker’s scene.

fULL MeMBeRS Of THe eUROPean gUITaR BUILDeRS aSSOCIaTIOn
Actual list of March 30th 2018

ThE EGB 2018 yEarBooK
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luCa CEsaroni
CLOe gUITaRS
ITAlY
www.cloeguitars.it

andrEas CunTz
CUnTz-gUITaRS
GerMANY
www.cuntz-guitars.de

daniEl MEiEr
DanOU gUITaRS
SWITZerlAND
www.danou-guitars.ch

sandEr dE GiEr
De gIeR gUITaRS & BaSSeS
NeTherlANDS
www.degierguitars.com

FranK dE haan
De Haan gUITaRS
NeTherlANDS
www.dehaanguitars.nl

WouT BosMa
De LUTHIeRS
NeTherlANDS
www.deluthiers.nl

GiJs dE WiT
De WIT gUITaRS
NeTherlANDS
www.dewitguitars.com

FranK dEiMEl
DeIMeL gUITaRWORkS
GerMANY
www.deimelguitarworks.de

EnriCo didonaTo
DI DOnaTO gUITaRS
ITAlY
www.didonatoguitars.it

diEGo vila
DIegO VILa gUITaRRaS 
y BaJOS CUSTOM
SPAIN
www.guitars.diegovila.com

PiErrE duBré
DUBRé gUITaRS
DeNMArk
www.dubreguitars.com

TilMann FuChs
eLyRa gUITaRS
GerMANY
www.elyra-guitars.com

adriano sErGio
eRgOn gUITaRS
PorTuGAl
www.ergonguitars.com

GünTEr EyB
eyB gUITaRS
GerMANY
www.eyb-guitars.eu

FaBian sChWEiGEr
faBgUITaRS
BelGIuM
www.fabguitars.be

FaBio raGGhianTi
faBIO RaggHIanTI
ITAlY
www.ragghianti.com

MarTin EBnEr
fanT gUITaRS
AuSTrIA
www.fant-guitars.com

TaMás sziEBErTh
faTIa negRa
huNGArY
www.fatianegraguitars.com

CsaBa BEnEdEK
fIBenaRe gUITaRS
huNGArY
www.fibenare-guitars.com

FranCisCo 
rodríGuEz
fRanfReT
SPAIN
www.franfret.net

FranK harTunG
fRank HaRTUng gUITaRS
GerMANY
www.hartung-guitars.com

xavEr TrEMEl
fRanz BaSSgUITaRS
GerMANY
www.franz-bassguitars.com

GEorGE loWdEn
geORge LOWDen gUITaRS
uNITeD kINGDoM
www.lowdenguitars.com/george-
lowden-luthier

KiM GErlinG
geRLIng gUITaR WORkS
DeNMArk
www.facebook.com/
gerlingguitarworks

ChrisTian dörr
gITaRRenBaUMeISTeR C. D.
GerMANY
www.gitarren-service.de

ChrisToPhE GrElliEr
gReLLIeR gUITaRS
FrANCe
www.grellier.fr/

salvador soriano
gReyHOUnD gUITaRS
SPAIN
www.greyhoundguitars.com

oTTo halaBiCa
HaLaBICa gUITaRS
SloVAk rePuBlIC
www.halabicaguitars.com

ThorsTEn hans
HanS gUITaRS & RePaIR
GerMANY
www.hansguitars.com

riChard hEErEs
HeeReS CUSTOM gUITaRS
NeTherlANDS
www.heeresguitars.nlwww.guitaracoustic.dewww.guitaracoustic.de

MIT CD

Deutschlands Nummer 1 
Gitarrenmag� ine im Bundle
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ErManno 
PasqualaTo
HeRRMann gUITaRS
ITAlY
www.weissenbornguitar.com

hilKo naCKaErTs
HILkO gUITaRS
BelGIuM
www.hilkoguitars.com

roMan von 
hirsChMann
HIRSCHMann gUITaRS
GerMANY
www.hirschmann-guitars.com

ChrisTian JaBlonsKi
JaBLOnSkI
AuSTrIA
www.jablonski-guitars.at

daniElE FiErro
JaCaRanDa gUITaRS 
(LIUTeRIa aRTIgIana JaCaRanDa)
ITAlY
www.jacaranda.it/en

JEns riTTEr
JenS RITTeR InSTRUMenTS
GerMANY
www.ritter-instruments.com

hans GEErdinK
JHg gUITaRS
NeTherlANDS
www.jhgguitars.nl

JEFF GuilFord
JJ gUITaRS
uNITeD kINGDoM
www.jjguitars.com

Kuldar KallusTE
kaLLUSTe gUITaRS
eSToNIA
www.kitarrikliinik.ee

FrédériC Pons
kOPO gUITaRS
FrANCe
www.kopoguitare.com

andrEas KrisTall
kRISTaLL
GerMANY
www.kristallbass.com

MarTin sEEliGEr
LakeWOOD gUITaRS gMBH
GerMANY
www.lakewood-guitars.com

MEiK doBBraTz
Le fay
GerMANY
www.lefay.de

rEinEr doBBraTz
Le fay
GerMANY
www.lefay.de

Graziano landoni
LegnO&CORDe gUITaRS
ITAlY
www.legnoecorde.com

darKo MiloJEviC
LeO gUITaRS
GerMANY
www.leoguitars.com

PETEr lEWis
LeWIS gUITaR WORkS
uNITeD kINGDoM
www.lewisguitarworks.com

siMonE ColoMBo
LIUTeRIa aCUSTICa COLOMBO
ITAlY
www.liuteriacolombo.it

FaBiano sCuFFi
LIUTeRIa faBIanO SCUffI
ITAlY
www.liuteriafabianoscuffi.it

Juha loTTonEn
LOTTOnen gUITaRS Oy
FINlAND
www.lottonen.com

Juha rinnE
LOTTOnen gUITaRS Oy
FINlAND
www.lottonenguitars.com

luis GuErrEro 
MarTinEz
LUIS gUeRReRO gUITaRS
SPAIN
www.luisguerreroguitars.com

MarCo oMar viola
M.O.V.gUITaRS
ITAlY
www.movguitars.com

MaGnus raMEl
MagnUS RaMeL InLay WORkS 
(MaRaMU)
SWeDeN
www.mrinlay.com

andrEa Ballarin
Manne gUITaRS
ITAlY
www.manne.com

alEssia Marazzini
MaRazzInI gUITaRS
ITAlY
www.marazzini.guitars

Joaquin MarCo
MaRCO gUITaRS & BaSS
SPAIN
www.marcoguitarsbass.com

Guido BranCalion
MaRCOnILaB
ITAlY
www.egoguitar.com

GErald MarlEaux
MaRLeaUx BaSS gUITaRS
GerMANY
www.marleaux-bass.com

MassiMiliano 
MonTErosso
MaxMOnTe gUITaRS
ITAlY
www.maxmonte.com

Found On
Serek Basses — Handcrafted in Chicago, USA

Found On

 BUY  |  SELL  |  PLAY

The premiere destination for boutique
& handmade gear, from builders
around the globe. Reverb.com.
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JosEP MElo i valls
MeLO gUITaRS
SPAIN
www.meloguitars.com

MiChaEl hoBBs
MICHaeL HOBBS gUITaRS
uNITeD kINGDoM

Carlos roBErTo 
MiChEluTTi
MICHeLUTTIS InSTRUMenTS
ITAlY
www.micheluttis.com

Giulio nEGrini
negRInI gUITaRS - LIUTeRIa 
gng
ITAlY
www.liuteriagng.com

andrEas nEuBauEr
neUBaUeR gUITaRS
AuSTrIA
www.neubauerguitars.com

niK huBEr
nIk HUBeR gUITaRS
GerMANY
www.nikhuber-guitars.de

rEnaTo ruaTTi
nOe’ SaS
ITAlY
www.noahguitars.com

noEMi sChEMBri
nOeMI gUITaRS
ITAlY
www.noemiguitars.com

METE CEM Kuzu
nOVaCORDa gUITaRS 
anD HaRDWaRe
TurkeY
www.novacorda.com

ØysTEin husEMoEn
Ø. HUSeMOenS gITaRMakeRI, 
nORWegIan WOOD SeRIeS
NorWAY
www.norwegianwoodseries.com

alEJandro raMirEz
O3 gUITaR & BaSS
SPAIN
www.o3custom.com

ThoMas oChs
OCHS gITaRRenBaU
GerMANY
www.ochs-gitarrenbau.de

olivEr lanG
OLIVeR Lang InSTRUMenTS
GerMANY
www.oliverlang-instruments.com

EManuElE FaGGion
OnIRICa gUITaRS/e. faggIOn 
LIUTaIO
ITAlY
www.oniricaguitars.com

Gunnar örn 
siGurdsson
ORn CUSTOM gUITaRS
ICelAND
www.facebook.com/
ornCustomGuitars

Claudio PaGElli
PageLLI gITaRRenBaU
SWITZerlAND
www.pagelli.com

anGElo van 
MErriEnBoEr
PanUCCI
NeTherlANDS
www.panucci.nl

PioTr dluGosz
PD gUITaRS
NorWAY
www.pdguitars.com

PETEr dE sMET
PDS gUITaRS
NeTherlANDS
www.pdsguitars.nl

PiErriCK Brua
PIeRRICk BRUa gUITaRS
FrANCe
www.bruaguitars.com

dETlEF MoEWs
PIMP My gUITaR CUSTOM 
gUITaR anD RePaIR SHOP
GerMANY
www.pimpmyguitar.de

PiErrE-MariE 
ChâTEaunEuF
PMC gUITaRS
FrANCe
www.pmcguitars.com

TorsTEn PrEuss
PReUSS gUITaRS
GerMANY
www.preussguitars.de

JosE raMos
RaMOS gUITaRS
SPAIN
www.ramosguitars.com

lars rasMussEn
RaSMUSSen gUITaRS
SWeDeN
www.rasmussenguitars.com

JorT hEiJEn
ReD LayeR gUITaRS
NeTherlANDS
www.redlayerguitars.com

daniEl KuPPEls
ReDeMPTIOn gUITaR
GerMANY
www.redemption-guitars.com

FErdinand riKKErs
RIkkeRS gUITaRS & BaSSeS
NeTherlANDS
www.rikkersguitars.com

JaCCo sTuiTJE
RIkkeRS gUITaRS & BaSSeS
NeTherlANDS
www.rikkersguitars.com

rui silva
RUI SILVa gUITaRS
PorTuGAl
www.ruisilvaguitars.com

WHERE
EXPRESSION 
BEGINS
CLASSIC SOUNDS.
CONTEMPORARY
FEATURES.
Mit seinem lebendigen 
und glasklaren 
Sound ist Origin der 
ausdrucksstärkste 
Röhren-Amp der 
Marshall Sammlung.

MARSHALLAMPS.DE
Vertrieb für Deutschland und Österreich: MUSIK MEYER Vertrieb – Division of MUSIK MEYER GmbH, Postfach 1729, 35007 Marburg, www.musik-meyer.de · Vertrieb Schweiz: MUSIK MEYER AG, Spitalstraße 74, CH-8952 Schlieren, Schweiz, www.musikmeyer.chVertrieb für Deutschland und Österreich: MUSIK MEYER Vertrieb – Division of MUSIK MEYER GmbH, Postfach 1729, 35007 Marburg, www.musik-meyer.de · Vertrieb Schweiz: MUSIK MEYER AG, Spitalstraße 74, CH-8952 Schlieren, Schweiz, www.musikmeyer.chVertrieb für Deutschland und Österreich: MUSIK MEYER Vertrieb – Division of MUSIK MEYER GmbH, Postfach 1729, 35007 Marburg, www.musik-meyer.de · Vertrieb Schweiz: MUSIK MEYER AG, Spitalstraße 74, CH-8952 Schlieren, Schweiz, www.musikmeyer.chVertrieb für Deutschland und Österreich: MUSIK MEYER Vertrieb – Division of MUSIK MEYER GmbH, Postfach 1729, 35007 Marburg, www.musik-meyer.de · Vertrieb Schweiz: MUSIK MEYER AG, Spitalstraße 74, CH-8952 Schlieren, Schweiz, www.musikmeyer.chVertrieb für Deutschland und Österreich: MUSIK MEYER Vertrieb – Division of MUSIK MEYER GmbH, Postfach 1729, 35007 Marburg, www.musik-meyer.de · Vertrieb Schweiz: MUSIK MEYER AG, Spitalstraße 74, CH-8952 Schlieren, Schweiz, www.musikmeyer.ch
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Juha ruoKanGas
RUOkangaS gUITaRS
FINlAND
www.ruokangas.com

Mario sTruGEr
S82 InSTRUMenTS
AuSTrIA
www.s82instruments.com/ 
home.html

JEns WalTEr
SaITenReITeR
GerMANY
www.saitenreiter.com

sEBasTiEn sanTilli
San LORenzO gUITaRS
FrANCe
www.sanlorenzoguitars.com

niColai sChorr
SCHORR gUITaRS
GerMANY
www.schorrguitars.de

GErhard sChWarz
SCHWaRz CUSTOM gUITaRS
GerMANY
www.schwarz-custom.de

sETh BaCCus
SeTH BaCCUS gUITaRS
PorTuGAl
www.sethbaccus.com

EGon rausChEr
SOULTOOL CUSTOMIzeD 
gUITaRS SWITzeRLanD
SWITZerlAND
www.soultool.com

MiChaEl sPalT
SPaLT InSTRUMenTS
AuSTrIA
www.spaltinstruments.com

MiKaël sPrinGEr
SPRIngeR gUITaRS
FrANCe
www.springerguitars.com

sTiJn KEnEns
STIJn kenenS LUTHIeR
BelGIuM
www.skluthier.be

ChrisTian sToll
STOLL gUITaRS
GerMANY
www.stollguitars.de

MiKE PaynE
STOne WOLf gUITaRS
uNITeD kINGDoM
www.stonewolfguitars.com

JaMiE sWannEll
SWanneLL gUITaRS
uNITeD kINGDoM
www.swannellguitars.co.uk

andrEas ThiEMann
T.Man gUITaRS
GerMANY
www.tman-guitars.de

John JovEniaux
TaO gUITaRS 
By JOHn & SeRge
BelGIuM
www.taoguitars.com

sErGE MiChiEls
TaO gUITaRS 
By JOHn & SeRge
BelGIuM
www.taoguitars.com

rainEr TausCh
TaUSCH eLeCTRIC gUITaRS
GerMANY
www.tausch-guitars.com

ulriCh TEuFFEl
TeUffeL
GerMANY
www.teuffel.com

ToBias lindBErG
TLL gUITaRS
SWeDeN
www.tllguitars.com

rauno niEMinEn
TMI RaUnO nIeMInen
FINlAND
www.raunonieminen.com
* HONORARY MEMBER

aron BaCh
TULI BaSSeS
FINlAND
www.tulibass.com

rosiE hEydEnryCh
TURnSTOne gUITaR COMPany
uNITeD kINGDoM
www.turnstoneguitar.co.uk

Florian lüTTKE
UnICUT gUITaRS
GerMANY
www.unicutguitars.com

PETEr vandaEl
VanDaeL gUITaR
BelGIuM
www.vandaelguitar.be

Kari niEMinEn
VeRSOUL
FINlAND
www.versoul.com

olli viiTasaari
VIITaSaaRI InSTRUMenTS
FINlAND
www.viitasaariguitars.com

saKu vuori
VUORenSakU
FINlAND
www.vuorensaku.fi

Kai WahlBrinK
WaHLBRInk
GerMANY
www.custom-instruments.com

anGEla WalTnEr
WaLTneRgITaRRen
GerMANY
www.waltnergitarren.de

Guitarize 
     Your Life!

Das Fachmagazin

Das Workshop-Magazin

www.akustik-gitarre.com
www.acoustic-player.de

Die ult imativen Magazine zum 
Lesen,  Informieren,  Lernen:
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For the eGB Support Members please visit:
www.europeanguitarbuilders.com

MaThiEu WaTEau
WaTeaU gUITaRS
GerMANY
www.wateauguitars.com

EMMa ElFTorP
FINlAND
* FOUNDING/HONORARY MEMBER

JuliEn rourE
WILD CUSTOMS
FrANCe
www.wildcustomguitars.com

Kora JünGEr
GerMANY
* FOUNDING/HONORARY MEMBER

haydn WilliaMs
WILLIaMS gUITaRS
uNITeD kINGDoM
www.williamsguitars.co.uk

Tania sPalT
AuSTrIA
* FOUNDING/HONORARY MEMBER

BasTian KanBaCh
zeaL gUITaRS
GerMANY
www.zeal-guitars.com

diETEr roEsBErG
GerMANY
* HONORARY MEMBER

GriT lasKin
CANADA
* HONORARY MEMBER

vintageandrare.com

World’s Finest Instruments
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INSURANCE 
FOR MUSICAL  INSTRUMENT 

 

 
INSURE YOUR GUITAR 
AGAINST ALL RISKS! 

ONLY € 88,20 PER YEAR 
FOR INSTRUMENTS 

UP TO € 10.000  
 

Address: Viale Po, 52/b - 26100 CREMONA - I 
Phone: +39 0372 25437 

E-mail: medeea_gorghiu@assimusica.it 
Website: www.assimusica.it 

GITARRENBAUER WÄHLEN ELIXIR STRINGS FÜR LANGLEBIGEN TON

S TR I NGS

GORE, Elixir, NANOWEB, POLYWEB, OPTIWEB, great tone-long life, “e” icon and other designs are trademarks of W. L. Gore & Associates. © 1997-2018 W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc.

Elixir® Strings Beschichtung - schützt die ganze Saite

Schmutzablagerungen

DE_Master_195x85_Brand/Coating.indd   1 07/03/2018   14:33

www.theguitarchannel.biz

www.TheNorthAmericanGuitar.com

“Undoubtedly the greatest
guitar store in Britain.”

“The best retail experience
I have ever had!”

“...the level of knowledge and
expertise is superb.”

Free Global Shipping & Returns
Five-Day Appraisal Period
Lifetime Warranty
Interest-Free Finance Available

“By far the best guitar
showroom I’ve ever been to.”



Pro luthier tools
for the ultimate in setup
and playability

www.plek.com Jetzt bestellen auf www.ppvmedien.de
Telefon 08131 5655-49 | bestellung@ppvmedien.de

Träume für Gitarristen

NEU



www. schaller. info



WOODS
eNGlISh GerMAN FreNCh SPANISh lATIN

Alder erle Aulne Aliso Alnus

Arctic Birch Birke Bouleau arctique Abedul del Ártico Betula Pendula

Ash esche Frêne Fresno Fraxinus

Ash / Swamp Ash Sumpfesche Frêne des marais Fesno del Pantano Fraxinus nigra

Basswood linde Tilleul Tilo Tilia americana

ebony / Gaboon ebenholz Ébène du gabon Ébano de Gaboon Diospyros crassiflora

Mahogany / honduran honduranisches Mahagoni Acajou du honduras Caoba de honduras Swietenia macrophylla (king)

Mahogany / khaya khaya khaya Caoba /khaya khaya grandifoliola

Mahogany / Sipo Sipo Sipo Caoba/ Sipo entandrophragma utile

Maple Ahorn Érable Arce Acer Saccharum

Maple / Birdseye Vogelaugen Ahorn Érable moucheté Arce / ojo de Pájaro Acer saccharum

Maple / Flame Ahorn geflammt Érable ondé Arce Flameado Acer Saccharum

Maple / hard Ahorn Érable uS Arce Duro Acer saccharum

Maple / Quilted Wölkchenahorn Érable pommelé / bouclé Arce Acolchado Acer Saccharum

rosewood / Brazilian rio-Palisander Palissandre de rio Palosanto/Brasil Dalbergia Nigra

rosewood / Indian ostindischer Palisander Palissandre indien Palosanto/India Dalbergia latifolia

Spanish Cedar Cedrela (Cedro) Cèdre espagnol / Cedro Cedro español Cedrella odorata

Spruce Fichte Épicéa Abeto Picea Abies

Walnut Walnuss Noyer Nogal juglans regia

Walnut / english Walnuss Noyer / Anglais Nogal / Inglés juglans regia

gUITaR & BaSS PaRTS
eNGlISh GerMAN FreNCh SPANISh

Binding einfassung/randeinlagen Filet Binding

Body korpus Caisse / Corps Cuerpo

Body / hollow Vollresonanzkorpus Corps évidé / hollowbody Cuerpo/ hueco

Body / Semisolid Semiakustischer korpus Corps semi-évidé / Semi-hollow Cuerpo/ Semisólido

Body / Solid Massiver korpus Corps plein / Solid body Cuerpo / Sólido

Cutaway Cutaway Pan coupé Cutaway

Fretboard / Fingerboard Griffbrett Touche Diapasón

headstock kopfplatte Tête Clavijero / pala

heel halsfuss Talon Talón

Inlay einlagen Incrustation Incrustación

Neck hals Manche Mástil

Purfling Purfling Contre-filet / purfling Filete

Scale Mensur Diapason escala

Sides Zargen Éclisses Aros

Soundhole Schallloch Bouche Boca

Top / Soundboard Decke Table Tapa

HaRDWaRe
eNGlISh GerMAN FreNCh SPANISh

Bridge Steg Chevalet Puente

Bridge / Compensated Intonierter Steg Chevalet à intonation compensée Puente/ compensado

Bridge / Wraparound einteiler Steg Chevalet Wraparound Puente Cordal 

Fret Bund Frette / barette Traste

Nut Sattel Sillet Cejuela

Pickguard Schlagbrett Plaque de protection / Pickguard Golpeador

Saddle Stegeinlage (bone) Pontet Selleta

Saddles reiter Pontets Selletas

Screw Schraube Vis Tornillo

Stoptail Saitenhalter Cordier Cordal

Strap button Gurtknopf Attache courroie enganche Correa

Strings Saiten Cordes Cuerdas

Tailpiece Saitenhalter Cordier Cordal

Trussrod Stellstab Tige de reglage Alma

Tuners Stimmmechaniken Mécaniques Afinadores

LUTHIeR’S 
DICTIOnaRy
To help facilitate
communication about
the guitars on display
we have decided to include 
a dictionary of the most 
common guitar-related terms 
in several languages.
This luthier’s dictionary is
an ongoing project by the 
eGB and is continuously 
updated and expanded. 

Published here is
a condensed version of
the full dictionary, which
is available on the eGB
website and includes several 
additional languages:
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TOOLS
eNGlISh GerMAN FreNCh SPANISh

Carving knife Schnitzmesser Couteau de sculpteur Cuchillo

Chisel Meißel / Stemmeisen Ciseau à bois Cincel

Planer hobel rabot Cepillo

rasp raspel râpe escofina

router Fräser Défonceuse / Fraiseuse Fresadora

File Feile lime lima

Screwdriver Schraubenzieher Tournevis Destornillador

Drill Bohrer Foret Broca

Saw Säge Scie Sierra

Glue leim Colle Pegamento

Soundhole cutter Schallochschneider Couteau à rosace Cortador de Boca

MaTeRIaLS
eNGlISh GerMAN FreNCh SPANISh

Nickel-Silver Nickel-Silver Nickel-silver Níquel-Plata

Stainless steel edelstahl Acier inoxidable Acero Inoxidable

Bone knochen os hueso

fInISH
eNGlISh GerMAN FreNCh SPANISh

Flat Matt Mat Mate

Gloss Glänzend Brillant Brillo

lacquer lack Vernis laca / Barniz

oil Öl huile Aceite

Polyurethane Polyurethan Polyuréthane Poliuretano

Satin Seidenmatte (oberfläche) Satiné Satinado

Semi-gloss Seidenglänzend Semi-brillant Mate (Semi-brillo)

eLeCTROnICS
eNGlISh GerMAN FreNCh SPANISh

Capacitor kondensator Condensateur Condensador

knob knopf Bouton Botón

output jack Ausgangsbuchse Sortie jack jack

Pickup Tonabnehmer Micro Pastilla

Pot Potentiometer (Poti) Potentiomètre Potenciómetro

Switch Schalter Sélecteur Selector

Battery Batterie Pile Pila

Amplifier Verstärker Amplificateur Amplificador

Wire Draht Câble Cable

geneRaL TeRMS
eNGlISh GerMAN FreNCh SPANISh

Action (string height) Saitenlage Action / Action des cordes Altura de Cuerdas (Acción)

Intonation Intonation Intonation entonación

Pick Plektrum Médiator Púa

Tone Ton Son Tono

Vibration Schwingung Vibration Vibración

Volume lautstärke Volume Volumen

Playability Spielbarkeit jouabilité Tocabilidad / Fácil de tocar

Tuning Stimmung Accordage Afinación M
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A.j.lucas luthier LWC 104

AC Guitars LWC 27

Adamovic Basses 15

Albor Guitars 3

Andy Manson Custom Guitars 85

Arrenbieguitars LWC 105

Atelier jacky Walraet, luthier LWC 93

Baranik Guitars 56

Bassart Guitars LWC 28

Battiston Guitar LWC 79

Bigfoot Guitars 48

Blackat Guitars 42

Boerjes Bass & Guitar Design LWC 21

Borghino Guitars 50

Brunner Guitars LWC 87

Buendia Guitars 89

Burgun guitares LWC 78

Case Guitars 69

Chris larkin Custom Guitars LWC 106

Claas Guitars 31

Cyanguitars 11

Daguet Guitars 8

Daniel Zucali - Master luthier LWC 134

De jonge Guitars LWC 114

Deimel Guitarworks 19

Denny's Guitars 6

Diego Vila Custom Guitars 126

Donal McGreevy Guitars 103

Dreamer Guitarworks LWC 41

Druzkowski Guitars 39

elrick Bass Guitars 22

ergon Guitars 38

esparza Guitars LWC 135

essence Guitars 102

eyestone Guitars LWC 55

Fant Guitars 71

Fibenare Guitars Co. 124

Frameworks Guitars 113

Frank hartung Guitars 66

Franz Bassguitars 23

Fremediti Guitars 1

Galasso Guitars 5

Great owl Guitars 82

Greenfield Guitars 96

h guitars 32

halabica Guitars 95

hans Guitars 33

heArT guitars & more 45

heeres Guitars 44

Ihush Guitars 118

Isaac jang Guitars 98

iVee Guitars 127

jablonski Guitars 54

james Collins Guitars LWC 12

jan Fišer jazz and blues guitars 53

jersey Girl homemade guitars 18

jünger Guitars 94

kauer Guitars 128

koll Guitars 61

kostal Guitars 100

kristall 16

laetsch Guitars 99

lakewood Guitars 133

lame horse Instruments LWC 84

lava Guitars 67

lorita Basses 24

lospennato Guitars 9

luis Guerrero Guitars 83

lutherie Gervais 92

M-tone Guitars LWC 131

M.o.V. Guitars 117

MacPherson Guitars 123

Malinoski Guitar 17

Manne Guitars LWC 35

Manzer Guitars 77

Marc Saumier luthier LWC 49

Marleaux Bass Guitars LWC 26

Maudal Musical Machines 121

Maxmonte Guitars 90

MGh Guitars 132

Michihiro Matsuda 58

Millimetric Instruments LWC 14

Nazangi Stromgitarren 119

Noemi Guitars 62

Nordwall Instrument 91

Novacorda Guitars 64

oD Guitars 68

onirica Guitars 73

orn Custom Guitars 65

oroborus Custom 43

Padalka Guitars LWC 34

Peggy White Guitars 86

Pierrick Brua 51

Poljakoff Gitarren LWC 101

Preussguitars 46

raymond kraut Guitars 75

red layer Guitars 7

rikkers Guitars LWC 30

rischke Guitars 2

ruokangas Guitars LWC 40

Saitenkraft LWC 37

San lorenzo Guitars 122

Schönitz Gitarren 97

Schorr Guitars LWC 60

SkC 36

Skervesen Guitars 70

Skytop Guitars 111

Sliwa Guitars 129

Sonntag Gitarrenbau 52

Spalt Instruments LWC 4

Stankevičius guitars 109

Stevens Custom Guitars LWC 107

Stoll Guitars LWC 57

Stone Wolf Guitars 116

Stradi LWC 20

Swannell Guitars LWC 76

Tagua Guitars 10

Taran Guitars 80

Thomas Guitars 88

Thomas ochs Gitarrenbau 115

Tll Guitars 47

Tom Sands Guitars 74

Tsopelas handmade Guitars 63

TulI Basses 25

Turnstone Guitar Company LWC 59

TV jones 108

ulrich Teuffel 13

VanderMeij Guitars 120

Versoul 130

Vice Guitars 125

Vilhelm engström Guitars 112

Vuorensaku Guitars LWC 29

Wilm Stötzel Gitarren LWC 81

Wreck Guitars 72

Zeal Guitars 110
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